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To elucidate the complexation and interaction mechanism between 
phospholipid vesicle and four polymers of interest (Pluronic, poly(acrylic acid), 
hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl cellulose and poly(diallyldimethylammonium 
chloride), we studied the physical, thermotropic, phase behavior and rheological 
properties of the mixture solutions using different methods of characterization.  
  
Firstly, interactions and complexation between phospholipid vesicle and 
triblock copolymers were investigated for a wide range of Pluronic concentrations (0-
15wt%). At low concentrations, Pluronic F-127 and L-61 monomers were 
incorporated into the lipid bilayers. Results showed that Pluronic L-61 interacts more 
strongly with phospholipid vesicles than F-127. By further increasing the 
concentrations to the CMC, Pluronics solubilize parts of the vesicles into small 
bilayer disks and patches. For high concentrations, F-127 forms mixed micelles with 
solubilized lipid molecules in the form of bilayer patches. The presence of these 
bilayer patches within the F-127 gel at high enough temperature can considerably 
increase the F-127 viscosity and both storage and loss moduli properties. In contrast, 
more hydrophobic L-61 tends to precipitate with the solubilized lipids as large crew-
cut mixed aggregates. Secondly, we studied the interaction between poly(acrylic acid) 
and phospholipid vesicle by manipulating the polymer concentration, molecular 
weight and medium pH. Hydrogen bonding between PAA and vesicle is the major 
associative interaction under acidic conditions. PAA adsorbed on the vesicles surfaces 
and increased the cooperativity of the lipid acyl chains at very low concentrations. By 
increasing the PAA concentrations, high molecular weight PAA induced vesicles 
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 vi 
aggregation while low molecular weight PAA showed hydrophobic attraction with 
phospholipid vesicles. At high enough concentrations, high molecular weight PAA 
can completely disrupt the lipid bilayers. In contrast, low molecular weight PAA 
leads to vesicle aggregation without destroying the bilayers. At alkaline pH, 
complexation did not occur because of strong dissociation of carboxyl groups of 
PAA.  
 
Thirdly, we explored the rheological behavior of phospholipid vesicle and 
hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl cellulose. Two HMHEC concentrations at 
0.3wt% (semidilute) and 0.7wt% (concentrated) were investigated as a function of 
lipid species and concentration. Results demonstrated that HMHEC and phospholipid 
vesicle mixture viscosity could be enhanced by more than one order of magnitude for 
sonicated samples at certain lipid concentrations, compared to a pure HMHEC 
solution. The viscosity first increases with the lipid concentration and then decreases. 
Besides, the lipid addition increases the plateau modulus. Direct bridging and indirect 
linking associations interconnect the vesicles and contribute to the viscosity 
enhancement. Finally, the interaction behavior between cationic PDADMAC and 
anionic DPPG vesicle was examined. PDADMAC can bind electrostatically to the 
vesicle to compensate, neutralize and reverse the vesicular charge, depending on the 
molar ratio of cationic to anionic group, R. For R<1, charge compensation weakened 
the electrostatic repulsion between the lipid molecules, leading to formation of 
compact polymer-modified vesicles. For R≈1 around the neutralization condition, the 
complexes became largest and precipitate. With R>1, charge reversal took place, the 
complex size reduced. Although the thermal behavior was nearly independent of the 
polymer molecular weight, the complex morphology is different. 
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Introduction to Phospholipid Vesicles and Polymers 
 
  Phospholipid vesicles and polymers are high performance materials in their 
own right for wide applications. Recently, increasing attention has been focused on 
studies concerning the interaction of different types of polymer with phospholipid 
vesicles to improve the performance of both systems such as stability, permeability 
and sensitivity properties. The interaction between phospholipid vesicles and polymer 
in aqueous solution is complex, depending on the species and composition. A good 
understanding of fundamental interaction mechanisms between both species would 
encourage a potential development of mixed system with additional functionality for 
advanced applications. This chapter presents an overview of research background 
related to the study of phospholipid vesicles and polymers. A more detailed review of 
the interaction between phospholipid vesicles with each different type of polymer and 
research problem statements will be included in the subsequent chapters from Chapter 
3 to Chapter 6. 
 
1.1 Phospholipid Vesicles 
 Phospholipids are natural amphiphilic molecules with hydrophilic headgroup 
and hydrophobic tails that tend to self-assemble in aqueous media into lipid bilayers 
and form spherical vesicles. Phospholipid vesicles have been extensively studied 
since 1960s due to their diverse applications, mainly in pharmaceuticals. They are 
good biodegradable carriers as well as biocompatible models for mimicking 
biological cell membranes because of their proper size, composition, bilayer fluidity, 
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large internal volume and wide solubility range (Kresheck et al., 1980; Akutsu and 
Nagamori, 1991; Huang, 1991; Taylor and Morris, 1995; Wang et al., 1995; Simard et 
al., 2007). As a biomimetic membrane for instance, zwitterionic headgroup 
phosphatidylcholine can be regarded as the main component of erythrocyte 
membranes, while negative charged headgroup phosphatidylglycerol is widely used to 
mimic the membranes of bacteria, plant leaves or algae (Garidel et al., 1997; Jing et 
al., 2003). 
  
 Recently, phospholipd vesicles have not only acted as drug delivery system 
and biomimetic membranes, but also have shown potential roles in biochemical 
reaction control, imaging, sensing and medical diagnostic applications (Yamanaka et 
al., 1997; McNamara and Rosenzweig, 1998; Okada et al., 1998; Weng et al., 2008). 
The major drawback of vesicles in these diverse applications is their limited physical, 
chemical and biological stability. These limitations cause premature drug leakage 
before reaching target sites, induced aggregation of vesicles to form larger particles, a 
short blood circulation time, and acidic hydrolysis of phospholipid molecules by pH 
(Young et al., 1982; Yamazaki and Ito, 1990; Zuidam and Crommelin, 1995; Fan et 
al., 2007; Hosoda et al., 2008; Jain et al., 2009). 
  
 In the effort to optimize the performances of phospholipid vesicles in their 
widespread applications, a great deal of research has been carried out and various 
strategies have been utilized to improve the performance of vesicles. Among these 
strategies, modification of vesicle surfaces by water-soluble polymers that consist of 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks, carboxyl groups, hydrophobes or charged 
functional groups along the polymer chains shows great effects in stabilizing the 
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vesicle as well as controlling its permeability properties for drug delivery (Bromberg 
et al., 2004; Grassi et al., 2006; Lasic and Needham, 1995; Yaroslavov et al., 2008). 
In this modification, polymers will either incorporate into the lipid bilayers or attach 
to the vesicles surfaces, thus providing stealth stabilization between the vesicles in the 
solution. Stealth or steric stabilization is a mechanism that explains the ability of 
polymer additives to inhibit coagulation of vesicle suspensions. Different types of 
polymer will show distinct interaction behavior with phospholipid vesicles. 
Successful water-soluble polymer modified phospholipid vesicles are also very 
sensitive towards the effect of parameters such as polymer concentration, molecular 
weight, salt and medium pH. Therefore, an appropriate selection of polymer species 
together with well-controlled experimental parameters is critically important in 
ensuring the high efficiency of phospholipid vesicles performances. 
 
1.2 Polymers 
 Water-soluble polymers have attracted great attention in research and industry 
for safety and environmental concerns. The physicochemical properties of polymers 
can be easily tuned by varying the molecular weight, polymer concentration, solvent 
composition and temperature depending on their intended application. Among the 
many types of water-soluble polymers, triblock copolymer or well known as Pluronic, 
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl cellulose (HMHEC) 
and poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) are some of the 
promising sensitive polymer stabilizers.  
  
Pluronic, which exhibits nonionic surfactant properties, has been widely 
exploited in a number of biomedical applications (Gilbert et al., 1987; Alakhov et al., 
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1999; Kabanov et al., 2002a; Chaibundit et al., 2007). The copolymer molecules 
dissolve, and exist as unimers in a dilute aqueous solution at low temperature. 
However, they will self-assemble to form micelles, each having a hydrophobic core 
surrounded by a hydrophilic corona, when the critical micellization concentration 
(CMC) is reached at a given temperature. The hydrophobic core serves as a 
compartment for the incorporation of hydrophobic compounds, while the hydrophilic 
corona acts as a stabilizer for the hydrophobic core. The micelle shape and size 
depend on the copolymer concentration, block lengths, and temperature. As a good 
candidate for drug delivery, these small micelles are relatively stable and 
thermosensitive to the physiological temperature (Escobar-Chávez et al., 2006). Due 
to the amphiphilicity, triblock copolymer is sensitive and able to alter the 
phospholipid membrane properties in response to changes of physical and 
environmental parameters. Previous studies revealed that Pluronic modified vesicles 
can have both positive and negative effects, in which the former increased the vesicles 
stability, while the latter caused membrane disruption (Jamshaid et al., 1988; Liang et 
al., 2005; Woodle et al., 1992).  
 
As known, a very small change of pH in human body system can affect the 
cell environment and function. From a biomedical point of view, this poses an 
intractable problem for drug carrier system since the pH in human body can vary in a 
wide range, e.g., 5.5 (saliva), > 4.4 (esophagus), 7.4 (blood), 2-4 (stomach), 8 
(duodenum), 4 (small intestine) and 5.5-6.0 (urine) (Brooker, 1997). In addition, the 
more acidic microenvironment of tumor cells than that of normal cells usually will 
destroy most of the phospholipids carriers before any significant reaction takes place 
(Kitano et al., 1991). Apparently, how carriers respond to pH is therefore critically 
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important for drug delivery and release. Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) is a weak 
polyelectrolyte in water solution. Owing to its pH modulating ability, PAA has been 
widely explored in the fabrication of layered films, ultra-fine fibers and nanotubes as 
well as in the coating of nanoparticle suspensions (Fu et al., 2003; Li and Hsieh, 2005; 
Tian et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2007). It was reported that PAA could either stabilize or 
flocculate the particles by changing the pH (Fu et al., 2003; Li and Hsieh, 2005; Liufu 
et al., 2005; Tian et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2007). Moreover, interpolymer complexation 
of PAA with many other polymers has been well documented in the literature (Ahn et 
al., 2000; Bailey et al., 1964; Iliopoulos et al., 1988; Peniche et al., 1999; 
Sotiropoulou et al., 2006; Tian et al., 2007; Vasheghani et al., 2005; Vasheghani et al., 
2006). The formed complexes are relatively stable, and can lead to novel materials 
with unique properties that are potentially useful for drug delivery. As a result of this, 
a considerable amount of work on the design of PAA and its derivatives with 
phospholipid membranes has been presented (Borden et al., 1988; Chen et al., 1999; 
Mills et al., 1999; Filippov et al., 2008; Seki and Tirrell, 1984; Thomas et al., 1995). 
Studies performed on PAA modified vesicles revealed quite promising results in 
enhancing the sensitivity of vesicles towards pH with better targeting properties.  
  
 As for the hydrophobically modified water-soluble polymer (HMP) like 
HMHEC, it is a comb-like polymer with hydrophobic alkyl chains randomly grafted 
along its backbone. This polymer can self-associate and interact with additives via 
hydrophobic interaction in aqueous solution. At sufficiently high polymer 
concentrations, high viscosity and shear thickening can be attained arising from 
polymer intra- and intermolecular association, which depends on the polymer 
concentration, temperature and the flow strength. This unique rheological 
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characteristic renders HMP a viscosity modifier suitable in water-borne paints, 
cosmetics, foods, pharmaceutical and many others applications (Karlson et al., 2000; 
Kwak, 1998; Rieger and Rhein, 1997). Prior studies have shown that stability of 
vesicles can be enhanced by binding polymer to their surfaces (Bochot et al., 1998; 
Grassi et al., 2006) or dispersing them in a gel, whereby better protection from 
environmental disruptive effects can be realized (Mourtas et al., 2007; Mourtas et al., 
2008; Mourtas et al., 2009). One of the promising approaches is to use HMHEC to 
achieve this goal as its hydrophobic chains are expected to be able to interconnect the 
vesicles in the system forming a stable supramolecular network. The interactions 
between HMHEC and surfactant micelles or surfactant vesicles have been 
investigated, in which the latter are much less referenced (Bai et al., 2005; Dualeh and 
Steiner, 1991; Maestro et al., 2005; Nilson et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 2005).   
  
 Apart from the aforementioned polymers, the complexation between strong 
polyelectrolyte and charged vesicles has attracted much attention due to its unique 
stabilizing and reversible network forming properties via electrostatic interaction 
(Antunes et al., 2004; Ge et al., 2003; Meijere et al., 1997; Rinaudo et al., 2009). 
Polyeletrolyte is a charged polymer bearing cationic or anionic ionizable groups along 
its chain backbone in aqueous solution. From biomedical point of view, it can act as 
the cytoskeleton of bacteria and plant cell wall for the study of biological membrane 
processes or be used to understand how membranes interact with biopolymers, such 
as proteins, oligonucleotides, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or carbohydrates 
(Matsumoto et al., 2005; Moya et al., 2000; Yaroslavov et al., 2008). 
Poly(diallyldimethyl-ammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) is a strong cationic 
polyelectrolyte with flexible backbone, high charge density and good binding 
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properties (Kayitmazer et al., 2005). It has been used to enhance the stability of 
particles suspensions via surface coating (Ashayer et al., 2010; Baez et al., 2009; 
Hinderberger et al., 2004; Schwarz et al., 1998). In the literature, the study of 
interaction between PDADMAC and oppositely charged surfactant micelles is 
abundant and well acknowledged (Dubin and Oteri, 1983; Li et al., 1994; Xia et al., 
1993; Wang et al., 1999). The electrostatic interaction between low concentration of 
PDADMAC and surfactant vesicles also has been explored (Hellweg et al., 2002; 
Kötz et al., 2000; Robertson et al., 2004; Tong et al., 2006). Accordingly, addition of 
PDADMAC to the anionic surfactant vesicles induced the formation of spherical 
onion-like supramolecular structures in the solution. However, its complexation with 
negatively charged phospholipid vesicles in aqueous solution, particularly at high 
polycation concentration regime is rather limited.  
  
1.3 Objectives and Significance of the Study 
Although promising results have been obtained from polymer modified 
phospholipid vesicles systems, some crucial characteristics for controlling the 
efficiency of vesicle in vivo performances, such as physical stability, encapsulation 
capacity, sustainable release rate, good bioadhesivity, thermal and pH-sensitivity still 
have not yet been achieved with great success. Most of the previous studies 
overlooked the effect of important experimental parameters such as concentration, 
temperature, polymer molecular weight, salt and medium pH on the changes in 
physical and thermal behavior of phospholipid vesicles.  
 
In brief, diverging findings were obtained for low concentration of Pluronic 
modified vesicles system. While some studies reported the enhancement of vesicles 
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stabilization by Pluronic modification, others found destruction of vesicles by 
Pluronic. The reasons underlying these discrepancies are still a matter of debate. In 
addition, detailed interaction mechanisms between Pluronic and vesicles especially at 
high polymer concentration remain unclear. As for poly(acrylic acid), it is much less 
explored than its derivatives such as poly(2-ethylacrylic acid) (PEAA), because they 
were reported to trigger vesicle coagulation to form large polymer-lipids complexes at 
low polymer concentrations at any pH, which are undesirable for many practical 
applications. The effect of PAA concentration, molecular weight and pH on the 
structure of complexes formed has not been clearly elucidated.  
 
To the best of our knowledge, there is yet no information about the rheological 
behavior of hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl cellulose and phospholipid 
vesicles. It remains questionable whether the insertion of HMHEC random 
hydrophobic side chains will interconnect and bridge the adjacent phospholipid 
vesicles so as to enhance the viscosity, analogous to surfactant micelles or vesicles. 
Moreover, the effect of phospholipid vesicle concentration on the rheological 
behavior of HMHEC is an interesting problem to explore. For PDADMAC, less is 
known about the interaction behavior between the cationic polymers with anionic 
DPPG vesicles especially at high polycation concentration. Despite many studies 
focusing on charge compensation and neutralization of vesicles at relatively low 
concentration of polycation, charge reversal phenomenon at sufficiently high charge 
ratio of polycation is less studied and thus not well understood.  
 
The motivation of this study is to have a good fundamental understanding of 
how these polymers interact with phospholipid vesicles over a wide range of 
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concentration, in particular for high concentrations region. The knowledge of whether 
and how the polymer molecular weight, temperature, salt concentration, medium pH 
and others experimental parameters influence the complexation may shed light on the 
material engineering and indirectly broaden the spectrum of polymers and 
phospholipid vesicle applications under mild environmental conditions. 
 
The main objective of this study was to investigate and elucidate the 
interaction mechanisms for the mixture of phospholipid and four polymers of interest 
with varying experimental parameters using different characterization methods. The 
unique physicochemical properties of each polymer are expected to affect 
phospholipid vesicles differently at the molecular level. In this study, specific 
objectives and scope have been set forth for each polymer. For Pluronic, the physical, 
thermal and rheological properties of phospholipid and Pluronic were studied by 
varying the Pluronic concentration and temperature. Interaction mechanisms for lipids 
with both low and high molecular weight PAA covering a wide range of 
concentration were investigated using calorimetry, rheometry and fluorescence 
microscopy. The physical properties and structural changes of PAA-lipids complex 
were studied by varying the pH as well. As for HMHEC, we systematically examined 
the rheological properties of polymers, focusing on the effects of added vesicles 
concentration and system temperature. Finally, the influence of cationic PDADMAC 
on the morphology and phase behavior of anionic phospholipid vesicles was 
investigated as a function of PDADMAC concentration, molecular weight and salt 
concentration.  
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Although the obtained results will be useful for the design of a phospholipid-
polymer system with desired stability and sensitivity, the scope of works in this study 
is limited to the fundamental investigation on four polymers and phospholipid 
vesicles interaction. Due to the time constraint, the practical application of polymer 
modified vesicles for drug delivery performance is beyond the scope of the present 
study.  
 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the research 
background for complexation and interaction between phospholipid vesicles and 
polymers. The motivation, objectives and scopes of this research work have also been 
pointed out. The materials and methods will be described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 
presents the results and discussion for the study of interaction between phospholipid 
vesicles and triblock copolymers. Chapter 4 describes the effect of pH, concentration 
and molecular weight on the interaction behavior of poly(acrylic acid) and 
phospholipid vesicles. Interesting rheological behavior of hydrophobically modified 
hydroxyethyl cellulose and phospholipid vesicles will be presented in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 will focus on discussing the effect of polycation concentration, molecular 
weight and salt on the complexation of cationic polyelectrolyte with anionic 
phospholipid vesicles. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives some 
recommendations for future work.   
 
 




Materials and Methods 
 
2.1 Phospholipids 
 Three types of phospholipids namely L- phosphatidylcholine from egg yolk 
(EPC), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phospho-rac-(1-glycerol) sodium salt (DPPG) with 99% purity from 
Sigma-Aldrich (Singapore) were used to prepare phospholipid vesicles. Phospholipids 
molecules are composed of a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic moiety. Two alcoholic 
groups from glycerol entity are esterified by fatty acids forming the hydrophobic part 
of the molecule or known as hydrocarbon acyl chain. The polar head group of 
phospholipid contains a glyceride, a choline and a phosphate group. Phospholipids are 
categorized according to their hydrophobic chain length, the number of unsaturation 
in aliphatic chains, polarity, shape and the net charge of their hydrophilic groups.  
 
As shown in Figure 2.1, EPC is a natural lipid having both saturated, R and 
unsaturated hydrocarbon acyl chains, R. On the other hand, DPPC and DPPG are 
synthetic lipids with fully saturated aliphatic chains. In this study, EPC and DPPC 
with neutral charged headgroups were used to prepare zwitterionic vesicles. DPPG 



















Figure 2.1 Molecular structures of (a) EPC, (b) DPPC, and (c) DPPG phospholipids. 
 
2.2 Polymers 
2.2.1 Pluronic triblock copolymers 
Poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) amphiphilic 
triblock copolymers also commercially known as Poloxamer, Pluronic or Synperonic 
are high molecular weight nonionic surfactants. Pluronic has a chemical formula as 
shown in Figure 2.2. Pluronic molecules dissolve as monomers at low concentration 
and temperature. They will self-assemble into micelles when either the critical 
micellization concentration or critical micellization temperature is reached. At high 
enough temperature, the micelles can be even ordered in a lattice form above the 
critical gel concentration. 
 









Figure 2.2 Chemical structure of Pluronic (x, PEO portion; y, PPO portion). 
 
Pluronic F-127 (PEO100-PPO65-PEO100) with hydrophilic to lipophilic balance (HLB) 
= 22 and L-61 (PEO2-PPO30-PEO2) with HLB = 3 from BASF Corporation with 
average molecular weight of 12,600 g/mol and 1,950 g/mol respectively, were used in 
this study as received. For the Pluronic trade name, coding starts with a letter to 
define its physical form at room temperature (L = liquid, P = paste, F = flake). The 
first or two digits multiplied by 300, indicates the approximate molecular weight of 
the hydrophobic block and the last digit multiplied by 10 gives the percentage of PEO 
content. They were selected based on their different properties such as molecular 
weights, lengths of PEO and PPO blocks, hydrophilicity, and critical micelle 
concentration.  
 
2.2.2 Poly(acrylic acid) 
Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) with repeat unit molecular structure as illustrated in 
Figure 2.3 is a weak polyelectrolyte in water solution at neutral pH. In water solution, 
each repeat unit of carboxylic acid group of PAA will lose their protons and acquire a 
negative charge. PAA is highly sensitive to the changes of pH. At pH 6.5 or above, it 
becomes almost completely dissociated and highly charged in the solution 
(Blaakmeer et al., 1990). Poly(acrylic acid) from Sigma Aldrich with an average of 
molecular weight of 2,000g/mol and 450,000g/mol were used as received. From the 
manufacturer’s data and our measured intrinsic viscosity, we find Mw/Mn = 1.22-1.57. 
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The viscosity average molecular weight of PAA was estimated from intrinsic 
viscosity of PAA in 2 molar NaOH aqueous solution at a constant temperature of 
25C, using the Mark-Houwink equation [] = k [M], where k is 42.210-3 mL g-1 





Figure 2.3 Molecular structure of poly(acrylic acid). 
 
2.2.3 Hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl cellulose 
 Hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl cellulose (HMHEC) is a water-
soluble associative polymer with comb-like structure. 2-hydroxyethyl cellulose 
hydrophobically modified with hexadecyl groups with an average molecular weight 
of 560,000g/mol from Aldrich was used as received. According to the manufacturer, 
HMHEC has 2.7-3.4 molar substitution (MS) and 2.0 degree of substitution (DS) for 
hydroxyethyl groups. The degree of polymerization is estimated to be around 1880. 
DS is defined as the average number of hydroxyl groups is replaced by hydroxyethyl 
groups. MS is the average number of hydroxyethyl groups per anhydrous glucose 
repeating unit. The molecular structure of HMHEC is shown in Figure 2.4 with C16 
alkyl chains as the hydrophobes.  
 
In a previous study, the H
1
 NMR result found that each polymer molecule has 
an average 10 hydrophobes randomly distributed along its backbone (Zhao and Chen, 
2007a). Meanwhile, the contour length of HMHEC is estimated to be 760 nm 
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(Takemasa et al., 2009). In addition, the unmodified hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) 
from Aldrich with an average molecular weight of 720,000g/mol, MS=2.5, DS=1.5, 






Figure 2.4 Molecular structure of hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl cellulose. 
 
2.2.4 Poly(diallydimethylammonium chloride) 
PDADMAC is a linear homopolymer formed from free-radical polymerization 
that yields a structure, in which the quaternary ammonium groups are on rings along 
the backbone of the polymer chain. PDADMAC macromolecules tend to be quite stiff 
and have a long persistence length. Figure 2.5 demonstrated its molecular structure of 






Figure 2.5 Molecular structure of poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride). 
 
Commercial poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) with 
high molecular weight 400,000-500,000g/mol (as 20wt% in water) and very low 
molecular weight <100,000g/mol (as 35wt% in water) were obtained from Aldrich 
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and used as received. The viscosity average molecular weight, Mn of PDADMAC was 
determined by intrinsic viscosity measurement in 1 mol L
-1
 NaCl solution at 30C. 
The Mw/Mn of PDADMAC was estimated to be 2.68-3.35 and 2.13 for high and low 
molecular weight, respectively, using the Mark-Houwink equation [] = k [M], 
where k is 4.710-3 and  is 0.83 (Dautzenberg et al., 1998; Yin and Stöver, 2003). 
 
2.3 Others 
High purity sodium chloride (BDH Anala

), sodium hydroxide pellets 
(NaOH), hydrochloric acid fuming 37% (HCl), chloroform (analytical reagent grade), 
and methanol (ACS grade) were purchased from Merck. Tetrahydrofuran (HPLC 
99.8% purity) was obtained from Tedia, USA. Triton X-100 with average molecular 
weight 625 g/mol was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 1,6-Diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene 
(DPH) for fluorescence with 97.5% purity was from Fluka. Deionized water with a 
resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm was obtained from a PureLab Maxima water purification 
system (ELGA). All glassware was cleaned, and rinsed thoroughly with deionized 
water prior to use.  
 
2.4 Experimental Methods 
2.4.1 Preparation of polymer solution 
Pluronic F-127 solutions ranging from 0.02 to 15wt% and 0.02-0.5wt% for L-
61 solutions were prepared at room temperature. This concentration range was 
selected due to the convenience of F-127 preparation at room temperature without 
using the cold method as described by Schmolka (1977). Deionized water or 20 mM 
NaCl buffer solution was slowly added to a weighed amount of Pluronic, and the 
sample was then gently stirred for 12 hours. NaCl is the major electrolyte in fluid 
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outside of cells that help maintain water balance and blood pH. In order to simulate 
the natural electrolyte fluid outside of cell membranes, which is essential for normal 
function of cells and organs, we use NaCl solution in the preparation of vesicles. At 
low NaCl concentrations (<50mM), synthesized vesicles would have high surface 
curvature and low size polydispersity. At higher concentrations (>150mM), surface 
curvature of vesicles decrease and show a tendency for aggregation. By using 20mM 
NaCl solution, pH falls within the range of 6.3-7.5 depending on the phospholipid 
species used. For 0.7-15wt% L-61, the solutions are turbid at room temperature or 
higher. Therefore, these solutions were prepared and stirred in an ice bath to ensure 
complete dissolution of L-61.  
 
Poly(acrylic acid) solutions with the concentrations ranging from 0.005wt% to 
15wt% were prepared at room temperature. Similarly, deionized water or 20mM NaCl 
buffer solution was slowly added to a weighed amount of PAA, and the sample was 
then gently stirred for 12 hours. As for PDADMAC that is commercially available in 
liquid stock solution, samples ranging from 0.002 wt% to 15wt% were prepared by 
dilution of the stock with deionized water at room temperature. Desired concentration 
of NaCl was then added to the sample and gently stirred for 5 hours. To prepare the 
HMHEC polymer stock solution, an appropriate amount of HMHEC powder was 
dissolved in deionized water or 20mM NaCl buffer solution. The solution was stirred 
for at least 2 hours at 40C, and then cooled down to room temperature. All the 
dissolved polymer solutions prepared as described above were then allowed to 
hydrate and be dispersed overnight in a fridge at 4C. All samples were brought to 
room temperature before use. For PAA solutions with varying pH value, an 
appropriate amount of HCl or NaOH was slowly added to the solution, stirred and 
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measured using a pH meter (Lab 960, Schott Instruments). This procedure was 
repeated until the desired pH value was obtained.  
 
2.4.2 Preparation of phospholipid vesicles-polymer solution 
Phospholipid vesicles were prepared based on the conventional thin-film 
hydration method. An appropriate amount of phosphatidylcholine lipid was dissolved 
in chloroform/methanol with volume ratio 2:1. The solvent was thoroughly 
evaporated to dryness in a water bath under continuous flow of nitrogen. The dry lipid 
film that formed in the bottom flask was then re-suspended in an aqueous buffer 
solution (20mM NaCl) with and without polymer. Samples were intermittently 
vortexed several times until all the lipid molecules were well dispersed and 
homogenized in a water bath at a temperature above the main phase transition 
temperature of the lipids (-15 to -5C for EPC, 41C for DPPC and 40C for DPPG) 
for two hours. These samples are referred to as multilamellar vesicles. To obtain 
unilamellar vesicles, we sonicated multilamellar vesicles in a bath sonicator (Branson 
2510) and centrifuged the sample, 1 hour for each process.  
 
It is important to point out that incorporation method has been applied in 
preparing most of the vesicles and polymer solutions, which includes Pluronic, PAA 
and PDADMAC as described above. On the other hand, the adsorption method is 
used to prepare sonicated vesicles-HMHEC samples. Vesicles prepared without 
HMHEC were sonicated for 1 hour with bath sonicator prior mixing with HMHEC to 
achieve a desired composition. The reason is that the sonication can disrupt 
hydrophobes from HMHEC, so this process should be carried out prior to the addition 
of HMHEC. The mixture was then gently stirred for 5 hours at a temperature above 
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the lipid transition temperature. Samples were used for measurement within 1 week to 
avoid undesirable enzymatic degradation by a variety of ubiquitous bacteria and fungi. 
 
2.4.3 Dynamic light scattering (DLS)  
The hydrodynamic diameter of a particle is calculated from the translational 
diffusion coefficient by using the Stokes-Einstein equation. 
 
 
       (2.1)
      
 
where D is the hydrodynamic diameter, KB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the 
absolute temperature,  is the viscosity and d is the translational diffusion coefficient. 
The average hydrodynamic diameter and size distribution of vesicle samples were 
determined using a Brookhaven 90 Plus particle size analyzer at 90 scattering angle. 
A semiconductor laser diode (30 mW) is the light source with wavelength of 659 nm. 
Prior to measurements, samples were extruded and filtered through a polycarbonate 
membrane of 0.2 µm pore size. All measurements were made at 25C. The low 
vesicle concentration of 0.5 mg/ml and polymer concentrations from 0-1wt% were 
used to ensure negligible multiple scattering. Data fitting and analysis was conducted 
based on the CONTIN method. The measurements were repeated at least 5 times to 
take average for each sample. 
 
2.4.4 Zeta-potential  
The electrophoretic mobility is defined as the velocity of a particle in a unit 
electric field. Zeta potential is related to this mobility by the Henry equation. 
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where UE is the electrophoretic mobility,  is the dielectric constant, z is the zeta 
potential,  is the viscosity and f(a) is the Smoluchowski function with a being the 
ratio of particle radius to Debye length. The zeta-potential of the prepared samples 
was determined by electrophoresis mobility measurements using a Zetasizer (ZEN 
3600, Malvern, UK) at 173 scattering angle. The Zetasizer is equipped with a 4 mW 
He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 633 nm. A low vesicle concentration 0.5 mg/ml and 
appropriate concentrations of polymer with desired charge ratios were used to ensure 
negligible multiple scattering. All the measurement was performed at 25C.   
 
2.4.5 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)  
DSC is a powerful tool in characterizing the thermodynamic and phase 
behavior of phospholipid membranes. Based on the energy equilibrium principle, the 
gel to liquid crystalline transition temperature, half-height width of the transition peak 
and enthalpy of transition of phospholipids can be determined. The output of the DSC 
is the difference in heat energy that is required to maintain the sample and the 
reference at the same temperature. For lipid phase transition, heat energy is required 
to overcome the intermolecular forces between hydrocarbon chains of lipid molecules. 
Hence, more heat energy will be absorbed by the sample at a higher rate than the 
reference to maintain the two at the same temperature, resulting in an endothermic 
peak (Ceckler and Cunningham, 1997). DSC experiments were performed using a 
Mettler Toledo DSC822 differential scanning calorimeter. An aluminum sealed pan 
(40 L) was filled with approximately 10 mg of sample solution, while an empty pan 
was used as the reference. The data were collected in a heating, cooling and heating 
thermal cycle from -10 to 60C at a scan rate of 2.5C/min. For analysis and 
comparison purposes, DSC curves at the second heating run were used in order to 
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eliminate the influence of thermal history. All measurements were repeated three 
times for each sample with high reproducibility within  0.1C. 
 
2.4.6 Fluorescence microscopy  
 Hydrophobic dye, DPH (ex = 350 nm/em = 428 nm) was used as the 
fluorescent probe. Fluorescent micrographs were obtained using a Leica fluorescence 
microscope (DMLM microscope, Germany) equipped with a mercury lamp (ebq 100 
isolated). Filter cube type “A” suitable for DPH was used for excitation between 340-
380 nm and emission above 400 nm. The molar ratio of lipid to DPH was kept 
constant at 100:1 for all preparations. To incorporate the DPH into lipid bilayer, an 
appropriate amount of DPH was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran and dried together with 
phospholipids (chloroform: methanol= 2:1) under a continuous flow of nitrogen. To 
test if polymer has any effect on DPH fluorescence, predetermined amounts of DPH 
in tetrahydrofuran were injected into pure polymer solutions at different 
concentrations and vigorously stirred for 1 hour at room temperature. The experiment 
was performed in the dark at all times. Each sample solution was pipetted onto a 
microscope slide, which was then covered with a glass cover slip (22 mm  22 mm, 
thickness 0.13-0.17 mm) before analysis on the microscope using the reflected mode 




The rheological properties were measured using a Haake RheoStress 600 
rheometer with a cone-plate sensor system (C60/4, diameter 60 mm and angle 4). 
The sample temperature was controlled at 10 or 25 0.1C by a DC50 circulating 
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water bath with a Peltier control unit (Haake Universal Temperature Controller). 
Samples were loaded at desire temperature, followed by standing for 10 minutes to 
erase any thermal and shear history. Prior to frequency sweep measurements, a stress 
sweep at 1Hz was performed to determine the linear viscoelastic regime. Within 
linear viscoelasticity, the frequency sweep ranging from 0.02-100 rad/s was carried 
out. For viscosity measurement, steady state flow curves were obtained from both 
controlled stress (CS) and controlled rate (CR) test modes with the former used to 
achieve low shear rates. 
 
2.4.8 UV-visible spectrophotometer 
A Shimadzu UV-1601 spectrophotometer has been used for two purposes of 
analysis in this work; one is to measure the DPH dye absorbance intensity, while the 
other is to determine the solution turbidity. In the former analysis, UV-vis absorbance 
spectra were measured in the range of 200-600 nm at 25C. The hydrophobic dyes 
DPH will show high absorbance at 343, 358 and 378 nm when dyes are partitioned 
into a hydrophobic environment, such as the hydrophobic core of a micelle, the 
hydrophobic interior of a lipid bilayer, etc (Bae et al., 2005; Baroli et al., 1999; Loh et 
al., 2007). All the samples were prepared via dye solubilization method similar to that 
for the fluorescence microscopy characterization. All the samples were equilibrated in 
the dark for 12 hours before measurement. As for the latter analysis of turbidity 
measurement, the sample residual turbidity was determined at a wavelength of 350 
nm at 25C with deionized water or a NaCl buffer solution as the reference. Quartz 
cells with a path length of 1cm were used. 
 




Interactions and Complexation of Phospholipid Vesicles 
and Triblock Copolymers 
  
 In this chapter, first of all, relevant literature on the interaction between 
phospholipid vesicles and triblock copolymers is reviewed. The present study aimed 
to better understand how the amphiphilic triblock copolymers affect the lipid vesicles, 
particularly in high concentration regime. Experimental in this section has been 
designed by investigating the interaction of mixtures of Pluronic F-127 or L-61 and 
phospholipid for a wide range of Pluronic concentration (0-15wt%) using dynamic 
light scattering, differential scanning calorimetry, rheometry and fluorescence 
microscopy. The interesting interaction mechanisms between Pluronic and 
phospholipid vesicles will be elucidated and proposed in this chapter.  
  
3.1 Research Background 
Pluronic is a well-known thermosensitive stabilizer. Several studies have 
investigated on the interaction of Pluronic with phospholipid vesicles. Kostarelos and 
his coworkers have examined the interaction between phospholipid vesicles with 
several types of Pluronic at low concentration (Kostarelos et al., 1995; Kostarelos et 
al., 1997; Kostarelos et al., 1999). They found that Pluronic hydrophobic blocks were 
incorporated inside the lipid bilayer, which increased the vesicles size and sterically 
stabilized the vesicles system. Despite providing good stealth stabilization to the 
vesicles, low concentration of Pluronic also showed enhancement in the bending 
rigidity and micromechanical properties of the bilayer through atomic force 
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microscopy characterization (Liang et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2005). In addition, 
themosensitive F-127 modified vesicles revealed pronounced improvement in the 
liposome-cell adhesion and encapsulation capacity properties (Chandaroy et al., 2001; 
Chandaroy et al., 2002). However, there is a series of literature reported on the 
negative effects of Pluronic on the phospholipid vesicles. Based on the encapsulation 
efficiency results, Jamshaid et al. (1988) demonstrated a high rate of encapsulation 
material leakage from egg yolk vesicles that were modified by low concentration of 
Pluronic (0.001-0.1%w/v). Moreover, Pluronic was also found to interact with 
vesicles in a destructive manner that leads to entrapped dye leakage and short blood 
circulation time (Woodle et al., 1992). 
 
Most of the works in the literature investigated the interaction of phospholipid 
vesicles with Pluronic at low concentration (monomer state), and yielded rather 
diverging findings. The reasons for vesicle structure damage and a high rate of 
leakage caused by a specific concentration of Pluronic remain unclear. 
Comparatively, scarce literature is available for the interaction between vesicles and 
Pluronic at a high concentration (micellar state or a gel state), even though the 
mixture shows promising results in enhancing the sustained release rate and 
strengthening material microstructure (Bentley et al., 1999; Bochot et al., 1998). 
 
Apart from acting as a vesicle stabilizer, Pluronic alone and its mixtures also 
have been investigated to optimize drug and gene delivery systems (Agrawal et al., 
2006; Batrakova and Kabanov; 2008; Gaucher et al., 2005; Hrubý et al., 2005; Huh et 
al., 2008; Minko et al., 2005; Soga et al., 2005). Micelles based formulation SP1049C 
developed by Kabanov’s group is a successful example of drug delivery systems for 
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chemotherapeutic treatment (Alakhov et al., 1999; Kabanov et al., 2002a). The 
formulation consists of Doxorubicin and Pluronic mixture, which is a combination of 
Pluronic L-61 and F-127 in a weight ratio of 1:8. SP1049C has now entered the stage 
of clinical trial II evaluation, and the test data show its ability to hypersensitize 
multidrug resistant tumor cells (Oh et al., 2004; Zhirnov et al., 2005). In this 
application, interactions between lipid vesicles and Pluronic are also relevant and 
essential, because the vesicles can act as model cell membranes.  
 
For biological cell membranes, there exist considerable studies on their 
interaction behavior with Pluronic. Pluronic L-61, compared with many other 
triblock-copolymers, has demonstrated better chemo-sensitizing effects and is more 
active in the interactions with multidrug-resistant (MDR) cancer cells (Alakhov et al., 
1996; Kabanov et al., 2002b). L-61 also revealed higher potency in inducing drug 
Rhodamine 123 accumulations in MDR cells compared to F-127 (Batrakova et al., 
1999). In addition, Krylova et al. (2003) found that adsorption of Pluronics on 
membranes induced disturbance to the lipid packing. Nineteen different amphiphilic 
triblock copolymers have been selected and studied mainly using flip-flop 
measurement in an attempt to uncover their abilities to interact with membranes. L-61 
was found to accelerate the flip-flop and increase the permeability of Doxorubicin 
into the vesicles (Demina et al., 2005), suggesting that copolymer hydrophobicity and 
chemical structure is the main factor determining the disturbance propensity. Similar 
behavior was also reported by Erukova et al. (2000) that more hydrophobic Pluronics 
L-61 and P-85 caused more pronounced changes in flux and faster solute permeation 
across bilayer than more hydrophilic F-68. Despite the great advantages, the 
drawback of L-61 is its low solubility and critical micellization concentration, 
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constraining the solution preparation at effective concentrations for optimum drug 
transportation. The effect of Pluronic (F-127, P-85 and L-61) as a drug carrier on the 
cytotoxicity of carboplatin to rat cell lines has been investigated by Exner et al. 
(2005). They found that Pluronic P-85 has the most potent sensitizing effect on 
enhancing the toxicity of carboplatin. L-61 was toxic to cells, while F-127 shows its 
ability to stimulate cell viability and proliferation. Nevertheless, detailed interaction 
mechanisms between cell membranes and copolymers remain unclear for the 
interesting change in the enhancement of carboplatin toxicity to the cell membranes.  
 
In view of the advantages of L-61 and F-127 for pharmaceutical applications, 
it is critically important to gain a fundamental understanding of how they interact with 
phospholipid membranes. Since F-127 and L-61 have quite different length ratios of 
hydrophilic to hydrophobic block, they are expected to affect phospholipid vesicles 
differently at the molecular level. To the best of our knowledge, interactions of lipids 
with F-127 and L-61 spanning a wide range of concentration are not yet fully 
explored. In this study, we aim to experimentally investigate and elucidate the 
interaction mechanisms for the mixture of phospholipid and Pluronic using different 
characterization methods. The obtained results will shed light on the design of a 
phospholipid-copolymer system with desired stability and sensitivity.   
 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 DLS for unilamellar vesicle-Pluronic F-127 system 
 For pure F-127 in the absence of vesicles, the critical micellization 
concentration (CMC) at 25C has been reported to be around 0.7%w/v (Alexandridis 
et al., 1994). Our DLS experiment at 25C found that reliable results for 
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hydrodynamic diameter could be obtained with high enough average count rates only 
when the F-127 concentration was 0.5wt% or higher. At 0.5wt% F-127, the measured 
size distribution spans from 1 to 26 nm, with the average hydrodynamic diameter 
being around 5.4 nm, implying that most of F-127 molecules still existed as unimers 
in the solution. When the concentration was raised to 0.7-1.0wt%, micelles formed 
and the average hydrodynamic diameter was increased to around 20 nm. All of the F-
127 solutions showed a high polydispersity (>0.4). The micellization of F-127 can 
also be detected by DSC as will be discussed later.  
 
In the absence of Pluronic, we obtained large unilamellar vesicles (0.5 mg/ml) 
from EPC and DPPC with average hydrodynamic diameter equal to 111 and 236 nm, 
respectively. The sizes are comparable with those (100-250 nm) reported in the 
literature also using the thin-film hydration method (Meulenaer et al., 1997; Šegota 
and Težak, 2006; Zhirnov et al., 2005). For vesicles and F-127 mixtures, Figure 3.1 
plots the average hydrodynamic diameter versus F-127 concentration. Note that the 
DLS experiments showed a high reproducibility with the deviation within 5% of the 
average diameter. For both lipids, we found that the vesicle size increased with the 
added amount of F-127 in the low concentration regime. A further increase in the F-
127 concentration led to a decrease in the hydrodynamic diameter until the 
concentration reached about 0.5wt%, which is close to the F-127 CMC without lipid. 
At higher concentrations (0.7-1wt%), the hydrodynamic diameter increased again 
with F-127 concentration. The size distributions for EPC/F-127 at four F-127 
concentrations are shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
 














Figure 3.1 Hydrodynamic diameter of large unilamellar vesicles with addition of F-
127. 
 
At low enough concentrations, F-127 molecules exist as unimers, and their 
hydrophobic blocks (PPO) can be inserted into the lipid bilayer, leading to bilayer 
expansion, according to the work of Liang et al. (2005) from atomic force microscopy 
characterization. The two PEO blocks of each F-127 molecule dangle at the different 
sides in the outside of bilayer, partially accounting for the vesicle size increase. Liang 
et al. (2005) also reported a considerable increase in the measured membrane bending 
modulus due to the addition of Pluronic. The improved bending rigidity is the main 
mechanism for the observed vesicle size increase. In our study, the incorporation is 
also supported by the similar single broad peak in the absence and presence of F-127 
(cf. Figure 3.2a and 3.2b), except for the shift to larger sizes.  
 
 




























































Figure 3.2 Size distribution of EPC vesicles with varying concentration of F-127. 
 
DPPC is a synthetic phospholipid with fully saturated aliphatic chains, as 
opposed to EPC (natural phospholipid) with a partly unsaturated chain. Due to their 
structure with a weaker packing order, EPC vesicles are thought to have a higher 
incorporation loading of additives than DPPC vesicles (Silvander, 2002). For 
0.04wt% F-127, we found that the size increment for DPPC vesicles is 26 nm when 
compared to 12 nm for EPC vesicles. It should be noted that the membranes of EPC 
vesicles show fluidity at room temperature due to the low main phase transition 
temperature (-15 to 5C). Meanwhile, DPPC lipid bilayer with transition temperature 
at 41C is in gel phase behavior. Incorporation of Pluronic PPO chains in their liquid-
phase bilayer may not increase the bending rigidity as much as for DPPC, and hence a 
smaller vesicle size increase results. According to the cryo-TEM micrographs 
obtained by Johnsson et al. (1999), F-127 appears to show stronger interaction with 
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larger-size vesicles, resulting in the formation of a small number of bilayer disks and 
corresponding open vesicles that coexist with the remaining F-127 incorporating 
vesicles of smaller sizes. At low concentration, the solution was dominated by the 
intact vesicles with incorporated F-127, thus we observed an increase in the average 
hydrodynamic diameter.  
 
Beyond this low concentration regime, the decrease in hydrodynamic diameter 
with increasing F-127 concentration can be explained by the solubilization process. 
Most of large unilamellar vesicles were destructed; yielding many bilayer disks of 
much smaller sizes in coexistence with small F-127 modified unilamellar vesicles that 
are enlarged only moderately. Therefore, the average hydrodynamic diameter at 
0.3wt% was reduced. This behavior persisted until the F-127 concentration reached 
about 0.5wt%. The presence of lipids may likely cause F-127 to undergo micellization 
at a concentration slightly lower than 0.7wt%, the CMC for pure F-127 at 25C. The 
micellizing F-127 can further facilitate the solubilization of smaller vesicles by taking 
up bilayer disks for the formation of mixed micelles. As can be seen from Figure 3.2c, 
the size distribution has become bimodal, and the sample also showed a decreased 
turbidity and light scattering intensity, all clearly indicative of the existence of entities 
with small sizes: mixed micelles, bilayer disks and small vesicles. 
 
A similar trend for vesicle size decrease was reported for addition of several 
non-ionic surfactants (Almgren, 2000; Chern et al., 2006; Inoue et al., 1992). At 
higher concentrations 0.7-1.0wt%, the population of mixed micelle grew considerably, 
while the vesicles and bilayer disks were reduced in number, because of substantial 
solubilization. The existence of a small number of Pluronic modified vesicles at these 
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high concentrations of F-127 (equivalent to 45-55 mol%) was already evidenced from 
the cryo-TEM micrograph at 50mol% of F-127 (Erukova et al., 2000). These mixed 
micelles might grow or even complex with irregular and curved bilayers from 
disrupted vesicles, leading to the increase of the average hydrodynamic diameter 
(Almgren, 2000). In other words, Pluronic F-127 may not be able to completely 
solubilize the vesicles for concentrations up to 1.0wt%. In order to make comparison 
with the Lichtenberg three-stage model for the effect of addition of nonionic 
surfactant (Kragh-Hansen et al., 1998; Lichtenberg et al., 1983; Lichtenberg, 1985; 
Silvander et al., 1996; Tan et al., 2002), we tested EPC vesicles by adding Triton X-
100, and did observe a size increase followed by a decrease before the CMC, and then 
leveling off when the surfactant concentration was progressively increased. Unlike the 














Figure 3.3 Hydrodynamic diameter of large unilamellar vesicles with addition of 
Triton X-100. 
  




































Triton X-100 concentration (wt%)
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3.2.2 DLS for unilamellar vesicle-Pluronic L-61 system 
 L-61 has very different physical properties from F-127 regarding the 
molecular weight, block lengths, hydrophilic to lipophilic balance (HLB = 3) and 
microstructure of micelles. F-127 with a higher HLB at 22 and molecular weight 
tends to form star-type spherical micelles in a wide range of concentration. In contrast, 
more hydrophobic L-61 will form condensed crew-cut aggregates coexisting with 
unimers, rather than spherical micelles even at low concentration and temperature 
(Liu and Allen, 2003). According to the literature, L-61 will form aggregates when 
the concentration exceeds the CMC (1.1 10-4 M or 0.022wt% at 25C) (Kabanov et 
al., 2002a). For pure L-61 at 0.04-0.1wt%, our DLS found the average hydrodynamic 
diameter of the aggregates to be 260 nm, which is comparable to that of large 
unilamellar DPPC vesicles (236 nm) without L-61. By further increasing L-61 
concentration, the hydrodynamic diameter was increased, implying the agglomeration 
of crew-cut L-61 aggregates. At room temperature, the L-61 solution at 0.7wt% or 
above was already cloudy.         
 
For lipid/L-61 mixtures, we plot the average hydrodynamic diameter against 
L-61 concentration in Figure 3.4. It has to be pointed out that at the lowest 
concentration of L-61 (0.02wt%), very large, visible aggregates formed and coexisted 
with modified vesicles. These large aggregates could not be analyzed and were indeed 
removed by centrifugation and filtration using 0.2 µm polycarbonate membranes 
before DLS characterization. The reason for the formation of the large aggregates is 
unknown at this concentration, which is slightly lower than CMC for pure L-61. 
Excluding this special case, one can see from Figure 3.4 that the hydrodynamic 
diameter increases with increasing L-61 concentration for the concentration range 
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investigated. This behavior was also observed by Kostarelos et al. (1999) for low 
concentrations of L-61. Similar to F-127, the PPO of L-61 molecules can be inserted 
in the lipid bilayer, but their very short dangling PEO at both sides of the bilayer 
definitely cannot account for the observed size increase. Liang et al. (2005) claimed 
that hydrophobic PPO exhibits a more significant effect on the vesicles size than PEO, 
due to the bilayer expansion during PPO incorporation. In their study, Pluronic L-81 
(PEO2-PPO40-PEO2, with HLB = 2), which is very similar to L-61, also caused a size 
increment comparable to that by F-127 at 0.02wt%. This behavior is again attributable 
to enhanced bending rigidity. Above CMC, L-61 solubilized lipid molecules 
considerably, leading to formation of mixed aggregates. The size increase becomes 
less pronounced in the concentration range 0.1-0.7wt%. Unlike the F-127 cases, we 
are unable to judge whether mixed aggregates and vesicles coexist from DLS, because 
(1) the aggregates of pure L-61 do not differ much from DPPC vesicles in size, and (2) 














Figure 3.4 Hydrodynamic diameter of large unilamellar vesicles with addition of L-
61. 
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3.2.3 DSC and fluorescence microscopy for multilamellar vesicle-Pluronic F-
127 system 
To further investigate the effect of Pluronic spanning from a low to high 
concentration, we applied DSC and fluorescence microscopy for multilamellar 
vesicles. For DSC studies, researchers prefer multilamellar vesicles to unilamellar 
vesicles, because the latter obtained by sonication has a high surface curvature (small 
radius), and will show a broad peak for the phase transition (Taylor and Morris, 1995; 
Venema and Weringa, 1988). Regardless of the number of bilayer in a vesicle, the 
nature of interaction with Pluronic should be essentially the same. Hence, the 
behavior inferred from DSC and fluorescence might still be qualitatively compared 
with that from DLS (Lasonder and Weringa, 1990). The dye used in fluorescence 
microscopy is 1,6-Diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH), which will show fluorescence 
intensity when bound and localized between the acyl chains of lipid molecules 
through hydrophobic interaction. This hydrophobic fluorescent probe enables direct 
visualization of multilamellar vesicles under a microscope because they are large 
enough.  
 
For DSC, DPPC is appropriate since the vesicle’s transition from a gel to a 
liquid crystalline phase takes place sharply at about 41C. For EPC, however, the 
transition temperature is much lower spanning a certain range (-15 to -5C) due to the 
heterogeneous nature of the lipid having both saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbon 
chains (Fukuda et al., 1988; Lasonder and Weringa, 1990; Taylor and Morris, 1995). 
As such, we used DPPC multilamellar vesicles to do the experiments. For validation, 
DSC characterization for 50 mg/ml of DPPC without Pluronic was first attempted, 
showing a pre-transition temperature at 36C and a sharp main phase transition 
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temperature Tm  41C, in good agreement with prior studies (Könczöl et al., 2005; 
Pantusa et al., 2007; Pappalardo et al., 2005). To facilitate comparison, the DPPC 
concentration was kept at 0.5 mg/ml in the DSC study, which is the same as the value 
for DLS, although the vesicles were no longer unilamellar. At this lower lipid 
concentration, only the main phase transition temperature could be detected. Figure 
3.5 shows the DSC results at various concentrations of added F-127. We found that 
the addition of F-127 to vesicles could only cause a very weak shift of the main phase 
transition temperature, implying that the lipid bilayer structure somehow remained. 
The half-height width (HHW) of the peak is shown in Figure 3.6, while the transition 
enthalpy change (H, endothermic) is presented in Table 3.1. Also shown in the table 
is the peak value of F-127 critical micellization temperature (CMT), if detectable. 
HHW is an indicator for the interaction between added compounds and the 
phospholipid bilayer. In principle, the HHW of the main transition peak will increase 
with increasing strength of the molecular interaction (peak broadening). One can see 
from Figure 3.5 that at 0.02-0.30wt%, F-127 results in decreased Tm and peak 
broadening. This effect becomes stronger with increasing F-127 concentration.  
 
Table 3.1 Thermal data for DPPC vesicles modified by F-127 
F-127 concentration (wt%) H, (J/g) CMTa (C) 
0.00 26.110-3 - 
0.02 23.210-3 - 
0.04 21.010-3 - 
0.10 18.910-3 - 
0.30 25.310-3 - 
0.50 22.810-3 29.3 
0.70 19.310-3 28.2 
1.00 19.210-3 26.8 
5.00 17.610-3 23.5 
10.0 14.010-3 20.4 
15.0 14.110-3 17.1 
 
a 
Critical micellization temperature 
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At low concentrations, the observed behavior can be explained by 
incorporation of F-127 unimers into the lipid bilayer. These unimers act as spacers in 
the lipid bilayer, and lower the van der Waals force between lipid hydrocarbon chains, 
leading to a destabilization effect on the lipids. As a result, the hydrocarbon chains 
can be disturbed more easily by the thermal energy, and the liquid crystalline state can 
therefore be reached at a lower temperature with a smaller enthalpy change. In 
addition, the broadening of Tm peak reveals a lower cooperativity between the acyl 
chains for the transition. As shown in Figure 3.6, HHW reaches its maximum of 
0.85C at 0.3wt% F-127, indicative of a comparatively strong interaction between 
DPPC and incorporated F-127. For this case, the insertion of F-127 was very 
significant, while vesicle solubilization was also ongoing. More bilayer disks were 
detaching from the vesicles, probably accounting for the slight increase of H at 
0.3wt% and the minimum HHW at 0.5wt%.  
 
When the concentration reached or exceeded 0.5wt%, DSC also detected a 
very broad CMT peak. The peak location depends on the F-127 concentration, but is 
always lower than Tm as shown in Table 3.1. For these cases, it means that before the 
sample temperature was raised to near Tm, considerable lipid solubilization and 
formation of mixed micelles had occurred. Interestingly, when the F-127 
concentration was increased from 0.5 to 1.0wt%, the location and HHW of the Tm 
peak appeared to be changing back to those in the absence of F-127 (see Figure 3.5 
and 3.6). This behavior is attributable to the uptake of solubilized lipid by F-127 to 
form mixed micelles. Each mixed micelle is thought to contain a certain portion of 
lipid molecules in the form of bilayer patches surrounded by self-assembled F-127 
molecules. 


































Figure 3.5 DSC thermogram of DPPC vesicles at different F-127 concentrations: (a) 
0.0, (b) 0.02, (c) 0.04, (d) 0.1, (e) 0.3, (f) 0.5, (g) 0.7, (h) 1.0, (i) 5.0, (j) 10.0, and (k) 
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Figure 3.6 HHW of the main phase transition peak vs F-127 concentration (0-15wt%). 
 
This argument is further supported by the observation for the cases with higher 
concentrations (5-15 wt%), where most of the vesicles were solubilized by F-127, and 
mixed micelles dominated. The detected main peak is still very similar to that in the 
absence of F-127, with respect to the peak location and HHW. As shown in Figure 3.6, 
HHW almost remains constant from 5 to 15wt%, whereas the transition enthalpy 
decreases and tends to level off at 15wt% (Table 3.1). The weak variation of HHW 
indicates minimal interference from F-127 for each of the bilayer patches in the mixed 
micelles. With increasing F-127 concentration, the number of mixed micelles should 
increase, and each mixed micelle will contain fewer lipid molecules since the lipid 
concentration has been fixed at 0.5 mg/ml. We speculate that the number of lipid 
molecules (not involved in the bilayer patches, but mingled with F-127 in the mixed 
micelles) increases with F-127 concentration, and approaches a constant at high F-127 
concentrations. These lipid molecules do not participate in the main phase transition, 
thereby accounting for the decrease of H (J/g) with increasing F-127 concentration 
towards a constant at 15wt% F-127.  
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In brief, the interaction and complexation of phospholipid with Pluronic F-127 
at low and high concentrations is summarized schematically in Figure 3.7. At low 
concentration of Pluronics, both Pluronics incorporated into the lipid bilayer of 
vesicles. Solubilization process takes place at intermediate concentrations. At high 
concentrations, F-127 micelles solubilized the lipid molecules, where a small portion 
of them maintained the bilayer patches structure within the mixed micelles. On the 
other hand, L-61 completely solubilized the vesicles and formed crew-cut aggregate 









Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram of interaction mechanisms of low and high 
concentrations of Pluronic F-127 and L-61 with phospholipid vesicles.  
 
It is interesting to compare this behavior to that for a DPPC vesicular solution 
with added Triton X-100. We tested four surfactant concentrations (0.005, 0.02, 0.5 
and 1wt%), and found that the main transition peak was detectable only for 0.005wt% 
(<CMC, 0.015wt%), and also became broader. Unlike F-127, Triton X-100 at high 
concentrations solubilized the vesicles without bilayer structure remaining. To our 
best knowledge, the main peak restoration at very high F-127 concentrations (5-15 
wt%) is reported for the first time in the present study. This result shows the ability of 
solubilized lipid molecules to maintain a bilayer structure in the mixed micelles. It 
F-127 
L-61 
High concentration Low concentration 
Phospholipid molecule PEO chain of Pluronic PPO chain of Pluronic 
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should be noted that F-127 at sufficiently high concentrations (e.g., 15wt%) would 
undergo thermal gelation at about 35C. The gel formation appears not to affect the 
main phase transition of the lipid. This finding is very encouraging as Pluronic 
improved thermal-sensitivity may find applications in the field of pharmaceuticals. 
The additional hydrophobic sites provided by lipid bilayer patches within the mixed 
micelles probably could accommodate more hydrophobic drugs for delivery. The 
improvement of mixed micelles sensitivity to thermal gelation at 35C near to human 
body temperature also may improve the stability and transportability of carriers to the 
target cell membranes. 
 
To seek more clues and evidence, we applied fluorescence microscopy, and 
show the images for various F-127 concentrations in Figure 3.8. Note that for pure F-
127 with concentration up to 15wt%, the image was always dark without any DPH 
intensity. A comparison between Figure 3.8a for the absence of F-127 and Figure 3.8b 
for 0.02wt% F-127 finds that the presence of F-127 leads to an increase in number of 
the fluorescent spots representing vesicles. The enhanced number in vesicles can be 
explained by the smaller number of bilayers for each of the multilamellar vesicles, 
because the steric effect of the dangling PEO blocks of F-127 can hamper the 
formation of vesicles with a large number of bilayers. Due to the limitation of size 
resolution in microscopy, a direction comparison with DLS for the trend of size 
change is difficult. At 0.3 and 0.7wt%, the number of vesicles was decreased 
considerably, reflecting the solubilization of lipid vesicles by F-127. Owing to the 
broad CMT peak detected at 0.7wt%, the micellization might have started at room 
temperature for our fluorescence experiment. Although the bilayer disks and patches 
could accommodate DPH, they are too small to be seen under the microscopy.  













Figure 3.8 Fluorescence image of DPPC vesicles at different F-127 concentrations: 
(a) 0.0, (b) 0.02, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.7, (e) 5.0, and (f) 10.0wt%. Bar = 100 m. 
Magnification = 200. 
 
This behavior remained at higher F-127 concentrations as shown in Figure 
3.8e and 3.8f. At 15wt%, we had hardly seen any fluorescent spots, although the 
image is not shown here. One may wonder whether the detected Tm for high enough 
F-127 concentrations is just due to the existence of some unsolubilized vesicles, and 
there is no bilayer structure in the mixed micelles. This scenario would have led to a 
noticeably different HHW, much smaller H, and probably detectable fluorescence at 
15wt% F-127, because the strong solubilization can substantially reduce the number 
of unsolubilized vesicles, in which F-127 is also considerably incorporated. However, 
our experimental observations suggest otherwise.  
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3.2.4 DSC and fluorescence microscopy for multilamellar vesicle-Pluronic L-61 
system 
 L-61 has a higher hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic block ratio with hydrophilic 
blocks much shorter than those of Pluronic F-127. It is known that L-61 can easily 
form large-size lamellar aggregates with low stability even at low concentrations (Oh 
et al., 2004). As mentioned earlier, the solubility of L-61 at 0.7wt% is decreased 
considerably because of the sample’s cloudy appearance. A further increase in the 
concentration above 1wt% led to flakes precipitated at the bottom of flasks. The effect 
of L-61 on the DPPC lipid bilayer is presented as DSC endotherm in Figure 3.9. The 
corresponding HHW, CMT and H are shown in Figure 3.10 and Table 3.2, 
respectively.   
 
Once again, addition of L-61 at the very low concentration of 0.02wt% 
induced strong aggregation, similar to what happened to the unilamellar vesicles 
mentioned earlier. For this abnormal case, which is occurred right before L-61 CMC 
at 0.022wt%, the solution probably consists of L-61 micelles, solubilized vesicles and 
L-61 modified vesicles. The incorporation of L-61 unimers might greatly destabilize 
the vesicles and induced large aggregation. The structural heterogeneity and 
compactness of visible aggregate complexes formed is very strong, responsible for 
significant peak broadening and an abrupt increase in Tm and H (see curve b of 
Figure 3.9). However, upon increasing the concentration to 0.04-0.1wt% (above 
CMC), the large solid complexes no longer appeared due to stronger solubilization. 
The main phase transition peak broadened and shifted to a lower temperature (about 
2C decrease), while H was slightly larger when compared to the L-61 free 
counterpart.  


































Figure 3.9 DSC thermogram of DPPC vesicles at different L-61 concentrations: (a) 
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Table 3.2 Thermal data for DPPC vesicles modified by L-61 
L-61 concentration (wt%) H, (J/g) CMTa (C) 
0.00 26.110-3 - 
0.02 0.8 - 
0.04 27.610-3 - 
0.10 27.410-3 - 
0.30 17.010-3 27.6 
0.50 16.910-3 27.3 
0.70 12.110-3 27.1 
1.00 - 26.8 
5.00 - 24.3 
10.0 - 22.9 
15.0 - 21.5 
 
a 








Figure 3.10 HHW of the main phase transition temperature vs L-61 concentration 
(0.0-0.7wt%). 
 
Compared to F-127, more hydrophobic L-61 can penetrate and disturb the 
bilayer structure to a greater extent. This argument is supported by the finding of 
Chang et al. (2005) and (2008) that L-61 shows stronger penetration ability into a 
DPPC monolayer at an air-water interface than more hydrophilic F-68. When the L-
61 concentration was increased to 0.3wt% or above, CMT could be detected, as 
shown in Table 3.2. The micellization can span a wide temperature range (greater 
than 20C). In the concentration range of 0.3-0.7wt%, H decreases with the L-61 
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concentration, while HHW hardly varies. Compared to the case of 0.1wt%, H drops 
considerably, signifying disruption of the lipid bilayers during the solubilization 
process. The more reduction in Tm and larger HHW for L-61 than for F-127 indicates 
that L-61 can disturb and solubilize vesicles more strongly. A further increase of L-61 
concentration to 1wt% or above led to disappearance of the main phase transition 
peak, indicative of complete disruption of lipid bilayer. Consequently, the 
measurement of HHW and H cannot be done. Moreover, the sample became cloudy, 
as opposed to the case of F-127. For 5-15wt% L-61, only a broad CMT peak was 
observed in the DSC thermogram as shown in Figure 3.11. Vesicles were thought to 
be completely solubilized by L-61 to form mixed micelles. The very short hydrophilic 
blocks of L-61 on the surfaces of mixed micelles cause the micelles to become less 
stable in aqueous solution, and hence they tend to aggregate strongly or even 
precipitate. The interaction and complexation of phospholipid with Pluronic L-61 at 
low and high concentrations is illustrated in Figure 3.7. These DSC results shed light 
on why L-61 at 1wt% appears very toxic and causes destruction of cells from the prior 
in vitro experimental study, whereas F-127 shows its ability to maintain cell viability 













Figure 3.11 Critical micellization temperature of DPPC vesicles at different L-61 
concentrations: (a) 5.0, (b) 10.0, and (c) 15.0wt%. 
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We now discuss the results of fluorescence microscopy. Unlike F-127, pure L-
61 solutions at 0.3wt% or above did show DPH fluorescence intensity. The 
fluorescence became quite prominent when the concentration is 1wt% or higher as 
shown in Figure 3.12. As mentioned earlier, L-61 starts to form crew-cut aggregates 
at quite low concentrations, due to its strong hydrophobicity. The aggregates can take 
up DPH and provide an environment that is hydrophobic enough to facilitate the 
fluorescent emission of DPH. We found from Figure 3.12 that the aggregates increase 
in size with increasing concentration, and can indeed become very large. This 









Figure 3.12 Fluorescence image of L-61 at (a) 1.0, (b) 5.0, (c) 10.0, and (d) 15.0wt%. 
Bar = 100 m. Magnification = 200. 
 
Figure 3.13 exhibits the fluorescence images for 0.5mg/ml DPPC at various 
concentrations of L-61. At 0.02wt% L-61, the Pluronic disturbs the vesicles strongly, 
leading to substantial aggregation, in agreement with the DSC result shown earlier. 
Unlike F-127, L-61 having much shorter hydrophilic blocks is unable to act as a core 
stabilizer in the unimer state. At 0.3-0.7wt%, one can see a stark change in the images: 
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instead of huge aggregates, vesicles with expected sizes appeared as usual. These 
modified vesicles supposedly coexisted with mixed micelles. At higher concentrations 
(5-15wt%), very large fluorescent regions emerge in the image, which quite resembles 
that for L-61 alone. This observation together with the DSC result indicates the 
dominance of large L-61 crew-cut aggregates that have solubilized DPPC vesicles, 











Figure 3.13 Fluorescence image of DPPC vesicles at different L-61 concentrations: 
(a) 0.02, (b) 0.3, (c) 0.7, (d) 5.0, (e) 10.0, and (f) 15.0wt%. Bar = 100 m. 
Magnification = 200. 
 
3.2.5 Rheological properties of multilamellar vesicles-Pluronic system 
  A phospholipid solution at 0.5 mg/ml shows a Newtonian fluid behavior and 
the viscosity is almost the same as water viscosity. In contrast, a F-127 solution can 
become a thermoreversible gel at high concentrations. Below the critical temperature, 
it behaves like a Newtonian sol with low viscosity, while it undergoes gelation 
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beyond the critical temperature, showing a non-Newtonian behavior with much higher 
viscosity. To the contrary, a L-61 solution phase separates instead of gelling at high 
concentrations, and hence will not be discussed here.  
 
Our DSC results have revealed that at high enough F-127 concentrations, F-
127 and DPPC form mixed micelles, in which DPPC can still maintain an ordered 
arrangement like bilayer. To better understand the behavior of the mixed micelles, we 
resorted to rheometry in view of the sensitivity of the F-127 phase and flow properties 
to temperature. Figure 3.14 plots the zero-shear viscosity of lipid/F-127 mixture with 
F-127 concentration fixed at 15wt% as a function of temperature. The data for F-127 
with or without 20 mM NaCl in the absence of lipid are also shown for comparison. 
Note that for the tested samples, the viscosity became constant when the shear rate 
was lower than 0.001 s
-1
, and was thus regarded as the zero-shear viscosity. We found 
that the presence of the lipid did not cause a significant increase in the viscosity of F-
127 solution at temperatures below 30C. However, the effect of the lipid became 
more pronounced when the temperature was increased to 30-45C. The EPC/F-127 
sample had the highest viscosity followed by the DPPC/F-127, F-127/NaCl and then 
pure F-127 solution. This viscosity order was also observed at higher shear rates as 
the samples show shear thinning behavior. For the pure F-127 solution, the strong 
temperature dependence of viscosity is associated with thermal gelation due to 
dehydration of the PPO blocks in the core, and entanglement of the PEO chains in the 
coronas between different micelles, which are densely packed at high concentrations 
(Artzner et al., 2007). Our results revealed that the presence of lipid in the mixed 
micelles does not change the basic nature of thermal gelation. 
 












Figure 3.14 Zero-shear viscosity for 15wt% F-127 as a function of temperature with 
different additives.  
 
It is important to point out that increasing the ionic strength in a F-127 
solution can increase the viscosity, as has been reported in the literatures (Lenaerts et 
al., 1987; Pandit and Kisaka, 1996). It is due to the salting-out effect of some added 
electrolytes, giving rise to more closely packed micelles. Since a NaCl buffer was 
added for the vesicle preparation in the present study, it is necessary to know how 
much increase in viscosity the NaCl can render in the absence of lipid. Apparently 
from Figure 3.14, DPPC and EPC can further increase the solution viscosity 
considerably in addition to the NaCl effect. Moreover, the DPPC case revealed that 
the viscosity enhancement can arise no matter whether the main phase transition (~ 
41C) for lipid bilayer patches has taken place or not. Differently, EPC in the 
temperature range investigated was in the liquid crystalline state, since its main phase 
transition temperature is very low (-15 to -5C) (Taylor and Morris, 1995). A similar 
observation of viscosity increase has been reported by Bentley et al. (1999) for 
25%w/v F-127 with soybean lecithin from 0 to 8%w/v. However, their sample 
preparation involving the use of liquid paraffin to disperse the lecithin is different 
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from the thin-film hydration method adopted in this study for the purpose of vesicle 
formation. They ascribed the viscosity enhancement to emulsion formulation 
promoted by the presence of the liquid paraffin and lecithin, providing an additional 
micellar structure in the polymeric gel and hence increasing its strength. In our 
experiment for DPPC, the bilayer patches in the closely packed mixed micelles could 
reduce the corona hydrophilicity, thereby facilitating the thermal gelation of F-127 
and increasing the matrix strength. This mechanism is thought to apply to the EPC 
case as well. The viscoelastic properties of Pluronic-phospholipid systems were also 
studied. Figure 3.15 plots the storage (G) and loss (G) moduli against frequency at 
35C and 40C. The experiments were carried out within the linear regime (shear 











Figure 3.15 Frequency dependence of storage modulus G and loss modulus G for 
various samples at (a) 35C, and (b) 40C. 
 
We found that the elastic behavior became dominant when the temperature 
exceeded 30C. One can see that G is much greater than G over the frequency range 
investigated, and G does not show a strong dependence on the frequency, both 
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F-127 and its mixtures. It is observed that the gap between G and G at 40C is 
reduced if compared to 35C. This is attributable to the stronger gel formation. While 
the presence of NaCl slightly increases the viscoelastic properties for F-127 solutions, 
the enhancement due to EPC or DPPC appears more significant. 
 
3.3 Conclusions 
A comprehensive study on the interaction and complexation between lipid and 
Pluronic has been conducted using various experimental techniques. The results show 
stark difference between F-127 and L-61, although both Pluronic molecules are able 
to be incorporated in lipid vesicles or solubilize them. Above CMC, the more 
hydrophilic F-127 forms mixed micelles with lipid molecules, a portion of which can 
still maintain the bilayer structure as patches. This is clearly evidenced by the nearly 
identical main transition temperature peak from DSC, and a lack of emitting spots 
from fluorescent microscopy. Also, the bilayer patches remain even when the F-127 
undergoes thermal gelation at high enough concentrations. In contrast, the more 
hydrophobic L-61 disrupts the vesicles more strongly, destroying the bilayer structure 
eventually when the concentration becomes sufficiently high, and thereby leading to 
the formation of very large, visible aggregates. No main phase transition can be 
detected any longer. For F-127 solutions, addition of EPC or DPPC can increase the 
viscosity and moduli considerably, apart from the NaCl effect. The different 
behaviors between F-127 and L-61 arise from the distinct length ratios of hydrophilic 
to hydrophobic block, and molecular weights. Our findings can justify why L-61 is 
toxic to cells, and F-127 is superior.  
  




Interaction between Poly(acrylic acid) and Phospholipid Vesicles: 
Effect of pH, Concentration and Molecular Weight 
 
 In this chapter, we focused study on the interaction between phospholipid 
vesicles and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), which is of fundamental importance for pH-
sensitive delivery in pharmaceutical applications. We investigated the behavior of 
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) at varied concentration of PAA 
with low and high molecular weights. Differential scanning calorimetry and 
fluorescence microscopy experiments suggested that hydrogen bonding between the 
carboxyl group of PAA and the phosphodiester group of lipid is the main driving 
force for association under acidic conditions. The complexation and interaction 
behavior of DPPC and PAA, which depends on the PAA molecular weight, 
concentration and medium pH, will be elucidated in this chapter. 
 
4.1 Research Background 
Water soluble polymer poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), is a weak polyelectrolyte in 
water solution at neutral pH. PAA adsorption on the membrane surfaces has shown to 
be able to modulate lipid membrane properties that dynamically respond to changes in 
pH (Filippov et al., 2008; Seki and Tirrell, 1984; Thomas et al., 1995). A good PAA 
pH-sensitive delivery system generally shows maximal activity under acidic 
conditions and minimal membrane perturbation at neutral pH (Fujiwara et al., 1997). 
As a pH-sensitive carrier, PAA grafted on the vesicle surfaces have shown to increase 
the liposomes stability in gastrointestinal conditions (Lee et al., 2004). The addition of 
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PAA to the phospholipid vesicles system also revealed superior adhesive properties to 
the target cell membranes for dermatological patches application (Fang et al., 2005; 
Onuki et al., 2008).  
 
Prior studies focused largely on hydrophobically modified PAA, poly(2-
ethylacrylic acid) (PEAA), because it can bind and solubilize phospholipid bilayers to 
form polymer-phospholipid mixed micelles, and facilitate release of the entrapped 
contents in a pH-dependent manner (Linhardt and Tirrell, 2000; Thomas and Tirrell, 
2000; Yessine and Leroux, 2004). Hydrogen bonding between the polymer’s 
unionized carboxyl groups and the lipid’s phosphodiester groups is thought to be the 
main driving force for the association and complexation. On the other hand, 
poly(methylacrylic acid) (PMAA) and PAA are much less referenced, probably 
because of their disability to solubilize phospholipid membranes at any pH in the 
polymer concentration ranges that have been investigated so far. Under an acidic 
condition (pH<5), these polymers interacting with bilayers primarily via hydrogen 
bonding can increase the main phase transition temperature of the bilayers, and trigger 
vesicle coagulation to form large polymer-lipids complexes at low polymer 
concentrations (Fujiwara et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2004). Despite these reported 
findings, a thorough investigation is still lacking regarding the structural and physical 
properties of the complexes formed, the molecular weight and concentration 
dependences. It is thus interesting and important to understand how PAA interacts 
with lipid membranes over a wide range of concentration, in particular for high 
concentrations, and whether the polymer molecular weight influences the 
complexation.  
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In this study, we aim to investigate and elucidate the interaction mechanisms 
for lipid membranes with both low and high molecular weight of PAA covering a 
wide range of concentration primarily using calorimetry and fluorescent microscopy. 
The physical properties and structural changes of PAA-lipids complexes are studied 
by varying the pH. We also explore the possibility of solubilization of PAA-lipids 
complexes at low pH by manipulating the polymer concentration in an attempt to 
widen their potential applications. The obtained results herein might shed light on 
how to design a PAA-lipid system with desired stability and pH-sensitivity. 
 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 High molecular weight PAA (450,000g/mol) 
  The effect of PAA concentration on the phase behavior of hydrated DPPC 
bilayers was investigated using DSC with the results shown in Figure 4.1 and Table 
4.1. It should be noted that varying the PAA concentration changes the solution pH. 
As seen in Table 4.1, the measured pH decreases from 4.2 to 1.7 when the PAA 
concentration increases from 0.005wt% to 15wt% in the prepared samples. In Figure 
4.1, the signals observed in the thermogram are associated with DPPC, because there 
is no peak for pure PAA solutions in the investigated temperature range from our 
testing. As can be seen from the figure, the addition of a small amount of PAA (at 
0.005wt%) caused the appearance of two broad peaks in the thermogram, as opposed 
to a sharp single peak (Tm= 41.2C) for DPPC vesicles in the absence of PAA. A 
similar bi-peak behavior was reported by Fujiwara et al. (1997) for 1.04 mg/mL 
DPPC and 0.1wt% PAA (Mw=250,000g/mol) with pH maintained at 4.6. When pH 
was decreased to 3.8, they observed only one peak. The peak at the lower temperature 
is thought to represent the main phase transition of lipid bilayers, while the other peak 
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suggests the existence of lipid-PAA complexes. It can be seen from Figure 4.1 that 
the peak at the lower temperature slightly shifts to the left with increasing PAA 
concentration in the range of 0.005-0.04wt%. It reflects a disturbed arrangement of 
lipid molecules in the bilayers caused by PAA chains for a small number of lipid 
vesicles.  
 
Table 4.1 Thermal data and pH for DPPC and PAA (450,000g/mol) 
PAA (wt%) pH Tm (C) HHW (C) H (J/g) 
0.000 6.3 41.2 0.75 26.110-3 
0.005 4.2 41.8; 45.9 1.92; 1.67 64.510-3; 49.710-3 
0.020 3.6 39.5; 45.7 0.89; 5.60 15.110-3; 0.39 
0.040 3.2 40.5; 45.6 1.03; 3.98 18.710-3; 0.46 
0.100 2.9 45.9 4.52 0.88 
0.300 2.5 46.8 5.42 0.52 
0.500 2.3 48.8 4.94 0.16 
0.700 2.2 48.4 2.30 64.110-3 
1.000 2.1 46.3 - 6.5010-3 
5.000 2.0 - - - 
10.00 1.9 - - - 
15.00 1.7 - - - 
  
  The broadening of the main transition peak, as evidenced by the increased 
half-height width (HHW), indicates lower cooperativity between the acyl chains of 
the lipid molecules when undergoing the transition. When the PAA concentration is 
progressively increased from 0.02wt% to 0.1wt%, the original transition peak 
weakens substantially and vanishes eventually, whereas the other peak grows in both 
magnitude and breadth and becomes dominant, indicating the prevalence of the PAA-
lipid complexes. We speculate that the structural heterogeneity and compactness of 
PAA-lipid complexes is very strong, resulting in the large, broad transition peak and 
the higher main phase transition temperature.   
 






























Figure 4.1 DSC heating curves of DPPC with different PAA (450,000g/mol) 
concentration: (a) 0.0, (b) 0.005, (c) 0.02, (d) 0.04, (e) 0.1, (f) 0.3, (g) 0.5, (h) 0.7, (i) 
1.0, (j) 5.0, (k) 10.0, and (l) 15.0wt%.   
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  Since PAA is a weak polyelectrolyte, most of the carboxyl groups remain 
protonated at acidic pH. These carboxyl groups behave as the proton donor to interact 
with lipid’s phosphodiester groups as the acceptor. The resulting hydrogen bonding 
allows a long PAA chain to associate with more than one phospholipid vesicle and 
hence induce vesicular aggregation for the formation of PAA-lipid complexes. Apart 
from hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interaction between PAA and lipid’s 
hydrocarbon acyl chains may also contribute to the complexation, because PAA 
becomes more hydrophobic at low pH. The growing width and the large transition 
enthalpy (H) for the peak associated with the PAA-lipid complexes (see Table 4.1) 
indicate a great microstructural difference from lipid bilayers. We try to make 
comparison with the result obtained by Fujiwara et al. (1997) for samples having 
similar compositions. They reported HHW=1.58C for 1.04 mg/mL DPPC and 
0.1wt% PAA (Mw=250,000g/mol) at pH 3.8, while we obtained HHW=5.6C and 
3.98C for 0.5 mg/mL DPPC with PAA (Mw=450,000g/mol) at 0.02wt% (pH 3.6) and 
0.04wt% (pH 3.2), respectively. Our larger HHW implies that the complexation 
behavior is dependent on the PAA molecular weight, and the concentrations of both 
species, not just their mass ratio. 
   
  Interestingly, by further increasing the PAA concentration from 0.3wt% to 
1.0wt%, the broad peak for the PAA-lipid complexes gradually weakened, and 
completely disappeared at 5-15wt%. As mentioned earlier, a high PAA concentration 
leads to a lower pH. The degree of dissociation can be roughly estimated to decline 
from 0.08 (0.3wt%) to 0.01 (15wt%). This reduction appears to affect the association, 
leading to a certain change in the complexes. What can be clearly inferred from our 
DSC results is disruption of lipid bilayers at sufficiently high PAA concentrations, 
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evidenced by the disappearance of the signature peak for the bilayer main transition. 
Our finding reveals for the first time that PAA can solubilize vesicles under 
appropriate conditions, in contrast to the claimed inability in the literature where the 
tested PAA concentrations were not high enough (Seki and Tirrell, 1984; Thomas et 
al., 1995; Yessine and Leroux, 2004). Fujiwara et al. (1997) reported that 
complexation of PAA and vesicles become weaker at higher polymer concentrations 
due to the competition of PAA for binding to the vesicle surface and the steric 
repulsion of extending PAA chains. In their experimental study, the fluorescence 
anisotropy of acenaphthylene modified PAA (Mw=43,000g/mol) in the dispersion of 
pre-formed EPC vesicles was determined for very dilute solutions at pH 3.8 (about 48 
ppm lipid, and the mass ratio of PAA to lipid ranging from 0.1 to 1.5). Since the 
anisotropy was observed to decrease with increasing polymer concentration, they 
made the aforementioned claim for the concentration dependence. This trend, 
nevertheless, is limited to very low PAA and lipid concentrations with pH control.  
 
Increasing PAA concentration with pH maintained constant essentially does 
not decrease the degree of dissociation. Although the electrostatic repulsion between 
each pair of PAA does not change much because of the unchanged charge density, the 
molecular encounter can become frequent at the high enough PAA concentrations. 
For our presented cases, the degree of dissociation decreases with increasing PAA 
concentration because pH is not controlled, and also the concentrations of lipid and 
polymer are much higher. Therefore, the interaction and complexation between PAA 
and lipid becomes stronger, as experimentally reflected by the increase of HHW and 
the transition enthalpy of the main phase transition peak at intermediate PAA 
concentrations as shown in Table 4.1.  
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In order to seek more evidence for the aforementioned interaction 
mechanisms, we employed fluorescence microscopy because it is a simple and 
convenient approach allowing direct visualization. The hydrophobic dye DPH can 
only bind to and be located between acyl chains of the lipid molecules since our 
testing has found no fluorescence for pure PAA solutions with concentration spanning 
from 0.005wt% to 15wt%. The micrograph of multilamellar DPPC vesicles in the 
absence of PAA is presented in Figure 4.2a. One can clearly see from Figure 4.2b that 
addition of a very small amount of PAA (0.005wt%) induces significant vesicular 
aggregation, leading to the formation of large PAA-lipid complexes coexisting with a 





















Figure 4.2 Fluorescence image of DPPC with PAA (450,000g/mol) at: (a) 0.0, (b) 
0.005, (c) 0.1, (d) 0.5, (e) 1.0, and (f) 10wt%. Bar = 200 m. Magnification = 50. 
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When the PAA concentration is increased to 0.1wt%, as demonstrated in 
Figure 4.2c, only aggregates are present in the solution. By further increasing the 
PAA concentration to 0.5wt% and 1.0wt%, we observed complexes decreasing 
progressively in size as shown in Figures 4.2d and 4.2e. This behavior persists until 
the PAA concentration reaches 10wt% or higher, where no fluorescence was observed 
(see Figure 4.2f). This finding suggests that with increasing polymer concentration, 
the microstructure of the complexes changes gradually, and they ultimately become 
too small to be seen under the fluorescent microscope. In this study, dynamic light 
scattering is not suitable to examine the size change of complexes with varying PAA 
concentration, because of (1) precipitation of the formed large complexes at low to 
intermediate PAA concentrations, and (2) significant interference in light scattering 
from the polymer at high PAA concentrations.  
 
To further support the proposed interaction mechanisms, the absorbance of 
hydrophobic dye DPH was measured using UV-vis spectrophotometer with results 
shown in Figure 4.3. Note that for samples with precipitates formed, their 
supernatants were measured. As mentioned in Chapter 2 (section 2.4.8), DPH will 
only show three sharp peaks at wavelength 343, 358 and 378 nm when partitioned 
into a hydrophobic domain. To find out if PAA affects the absorbance, we test pure 
PAA solutions with DPH concentration kept constant. It can be seen from Figure 4.3a 
that no peak was observed when the PAA concentration ranges from 0.1 to 1wt%. 
However, when the PAA concentration was further increased, the absorbance at 343, 
358 and 378 nm could be detected and increased with PAA concentration, as 
illustrated by the case of 10wt% in the figure. It indicates the formation of 
hydrophobic domains at high PAA concentrations of PAA due to the increased 
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hydrophobicity under acidic condition. As for DPPC solution without addition of 
PAA, DPH was partitioned into the hydrophobic interiors of bilayers, leading to the 
absorbance as shown by curve v in Figure 4.3b. In the presence of PAA at low to 
intermediate concentrations, no peak was detected because large complexes with PAA 














Figure 4.3 (a) UV-vis spectra of DPH for PAA (450k Da) at (i) 0.1, (ii) 0.5, (iii) 1.0, 
and (iv) 10wt%. (b) UV-vis spectra of DPH for 0.5mg/ml DPPC with PAA at (i) 0.1, 
(ii) 0.5, (iii) 1.0, (iv) 10, and (v) 0 wt%.  
 
Interesting results were obtained when the PAA concentration was raised to 1 
and 10wt%. The former contained a small amount of precipitates, while no 
precipitation was observed for the latter. As seen from Figure 4.3b, the three 
detectable peaks with very weak intensity at 1wt% (cf. curve iii and v) signify the 
onset of formation of dispersible complexes containing hydrophobic microdomains to 
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mentioned earlier. The absorbance was substantially increased at 10wt% PAA, 
implying that more DPH was partitioned into the hydrophobic microenvironment. The 
absorbance intensity can be estimated by the difference between 378 nm and at 400 
nm (A378-A400) to eliminate the turbidity and scattering effect of PAA (Bae et al., 
2005; Loh et al., 2007). It is found that the absorbance intensity for DPPC with 10w% 
PAA (0.3491) is higher than the pure DPPC solution (0.2229) and 10wt% PAA 
(0.0992) as well as their sum. Since the DSC characterization has suggested no 
bilayers for these samples, we speculate that the vesicle bilayers are completely 
disrupted and the solubilized lipid molecules complex with PAA in a form of mixed 








Figure 4.4 Complexes for DPPC and 10wt% PAA (a) 2,000g/mol and (b) 
450,000g/mol. 
 
To further test the behavior for DPPC at high PAA concentrations, we 
measured the solution viscosity and moduli at 25C. All samples tested showed a 
typical shear thinning behavior with the viscous modulus greater than the elastic 
modulus in the investigated frequency range as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The 
presence of DPPC increased the zero shear viscosity considerably to 1.68 Pa s for 
10wt% and 23.8 Pa s for 15wt% as compared to 1.07 Pa s and 17.4 Pa s for the 
corresponding pure PAA solutions. The moduli were also enhanced in a similar way. 
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However, at lower PAA concentration (5wt%), the viscosity increase was only 2.3% 
(from 42.6 to 43.6 mPa s). These results do support the interpolymer bridging 
facilitated by the phospholipid. 
 









Figure 4.5 Viscosity versus shear rate for different concentrations of PAA solutions 













Figure 4.6 Frequency dependence of storage modulus G (filled symbol) and loss 
modulus G (open symbol) for various samples at 25C. 
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The aforementioned solubilization and destruction of vesicles at high enough 
PAA concentrations can happen when one does not deliberately adjust pH. This 
behavior is very different from that of Pluronic F-127, for which the solubilized 
vesicles form bilayer patches in the mixed micelles at high polymer concentration 
(Chieng and Chen, 2009). Since pH is an important parameter affecting the mixture 
behavior, we chose the case with 10wt% PAA and vary the sample pH by adding 
NaOH. PAA is a weak polyelectrolyte and its secondary structure is sensitive to pH 
change. PAA molecules become more extended upon neutralization (Yessine and 
Leroux, 2004), due to the increased intramolecular electrostatic repulsion between the 
ionized carboxyl groups. Interesting results were obtained from the DSC 
characterization when varying the pH for the samples with 10wt% of PAA as shown 














Figure 4.7 DSC thermogram of (a) DPPC vesicles (pH 6.3) and 10wt% PAA/DPPC 
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PAA-lipid complexes prevail at pH from 1.9 up to 5.7 because of the absence 
of the main transition peak. At higher pH (6.9 and 8.3), however, a peak emerges, 
which is located nearly at the main transition temperature of pure DPPC vesicles, 
despite a larger breadth. This is ascribed to sufficient dissociation of the carboxyl 
groups, thereby decreasing the PAA association with lipid via hydrogen bonding. 
Moreover, the phosphodiester groups of lipid have been reported to show a tendency 
of ionizing to become negatively charged at high pH (Tocanne and Teissié, 1990). As 
such, the PAA-lipid complexation should be weakened substantially, so the typical 
bilayer behavior resumes and dominates. The broader peaks at pH 6.9 and 8.3 as 
compared to that of pure DPPC vesicles suggest decreased transition cooperativity of 
the lipid molecules in the bilayers. The change in transition enthalpy is +2.7% at pH 
6.9, and -10.7% at pH 8.3. According to the literature (Blaakmeer et al., 1990), PAA 
becomes almost completely dissociated and highly charged at pH 6.5 or above. 
Therefore, its association with lipid via hydrogen bonding is very unlikely. We 
speculate that it may have to do with the weak electrostatic interaction between PAA 
charge and dipole moment of the lipid head group. 
 
4.2.2 Low molecular weight of PAA (2,000g/mol) 
To investigate the effect of PAA molecular weight on the interaction and 
complexation with DPPC, low molecular weight PAA (Mw=2,000g/mol) is also used 
in this study. DSC results for PAA concentrations from 0.005wt % to 15wt % are 
shown in Figure 4.8. In this concentration range, the sample pH changes from 4.0 
down to 1.9 as seen in Table 4.2, which is only slightly different from that for 
Mw=450,000g/mol. At very low PAA concentration (0.005wt%), in contrast to the 
high molecular weight counterpart, the polymer hardly disturbed the DPPC vesicles, 
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since there is nearly no difference in the main phase transition peak as shown by 
curve b. The PAA effect became noticeable when the concentration was increased to 
0.02wt% (see curve c), because the peak broadened considerably at this 
concentration. It is attributable to the same mechanism: adsorption of PAA on the 
bilayer surfaces via hydrogen bonding, leading to lower cooperativity. The very slight 
increase in the transition temperature could be due to the enhanced attraction between 























Figure 4.8 DSC heating curves of DPPC with different PAA (2,000g/mol) 
concentration (a) 0.0, (b) 0.005, (c) 0.02, (d) 0.04, (e) 0.1, (f) 0.3, (g) 0.5, (h) 0.7, (i) 
1.0, (j) 5.0, (k) 10.0, and (l) 15.0wt%.   
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Table 4.2 Thermal data and pH for DPPC and PAA (2,000g/mol) 
PAA (wt%) pH Tm (C) HHW (C) H (J/g) 
0.000 6.3 41.2 0.75 26.110-3 
0.005 4.0 41.5 0.79 26.710-3 
0.020 3.6 42.1 2.33 0.10 
0.040 3.5 41.3; 46.3 1.07; 4.65 90.210-3; 0.14 
0.100 3.2 41.05 0.72 0.26 
0.300 2.9 40.7 0.96 0.40 
0.500 2.8 40.5 1.13 0.40 
0.700 2.7 40.4 1.17 0.41 
1.000 2.6 40.2 1.33 0.55 
5.000 2.2 38.3 1.83 0.53 
10.00 2.1 37.5 1.83 0.78 
15.00 1.9 36.8 1.83 0.73 
 
 
The appearance of two peaks starts from 0.04wt%, which is much higher than 
the onset concentration of 0.005wt% for the high molecular weight PAA. This 
comparison suggests that the PAA-lipid interaction is stronger for longer polymer 
chains. As pointed out earlier, the new peak (at the higher temperature) is associated 
with the formation of PAA-lipids complexes. At 0.04wt%PAA, vesicles coexist with 
a small number of lipid-PAA complexes. However, further increasing the PAA 
concentration gives rise to a behavior very different from that for Mw=450,000g/mol. 
The new peak subsides to become a shoulder to the other peak, which, in contrast, 
grows and shifts to lower temperatures. 
 
As can be seen from Table 4.2, both HHW and H of this major peak increase 
with PAA concentration, and appear to level off to 1.83C and about 0.75 J/g. The 
breadth of this peak, however, is smaller than that for the high molecular weight PAA 
at intermediate concentrations. The presence of the strong peak at high PAA 
concentration could imply the possible existence of modified bilayers or a bilayer-like 
structure in the PAA-lipid complexes (see Figure 4.4a), although the peak differs 
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considerably from that for pure DPPC vesicles. This is because pure PAA solutions, 
regardless of the PAA molecular weight, cannot exhibit any peak in the DSC 
thermogram for our investigated temperature range. Moreover, no DPH absorbance 
peak was obtained in UV-vis spectrometry for the supernatant of DPPC with 10wt% 
PAA, as most of the lipid/PAA complexes were large and precipitated in the solution 
(data not shown). Therefore, it seems appropriate to assert that the low molecular 
weight PAA can partially solubilize vesicles instead of completely destroying 
bilayers.  
 
As mentioned earlier, without adjusting the acidity, the solution pH at a given 
PAA mass concentration is almost the same, irrespective of the PAA molecular 
weight. It means that the degree of dissociation of PAA is nearly independent of its 
molecular weight in the investigated concentration range, and thereby the number of 
interaction sites on each polymer molecule available for hydrogen bonding increases 
with the PAA chain length (Blaakmeer et al., 1990; Foissy et al., 1983; Santhiya et al., 
1998). Accordingly, longer PAA molecules can render a stronger correlation for lipid 
molecules either in the same bilayer or in different bilayers. The former can lead to 
changes in the lipid arrangement in a bilayer and thus affect the cooperativity, 
whereas the latter can give rise to bridging between vesicles, and the consequent 
aggregation and complex formation. At the lowest PAA concentration (0.005wt%) in 
this study, the formation of large complexes observed for Mw=450,000g/mol, but not 
for Mw=2,000g/mol, could be explained by the bridging effect, which is much 
stronger for the former. For short PAA, a higher concentration is required for 
sufficient polymer adsorption on the surface of each vesicle to form a thin layer. Since 
PAA is rather hydrophobic at acidic pH, the thin layers can make vesicles less stable 
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for aggregation. This behavior is observed for PAA concentration from 0.04wt% to 
15wt%. The fluorescent images shown in Figure 4.9 can complement the DSC results 
to support this argument. For high molecular weight PAA, in contrast, the vesicular 
aggregation and complexation appears very strong via both bridging and hydrophobic 
interaction, leading to complete disruption of the bilayer structure at high enough 
PAA concentrations, as evidenced by the disappearance of the main transition peak in 
the DSC thermogram. As seen from Table 4.2 and Figure 4.8, the peak shifts to lower 
temperatures and becomes about 4C lower for 15wt% PAA than that for pure DPPC. 
According to Garidel et al. (1997), the main transition temperature for pure DPPC 
vesicles is nearly identical at pH 2 and 7. Therefore, a change in pH alone cannot 
explain the observed peak shift upon increasing the PAA concentration. We speculate 
that when vesicles aggregate, some adsorbed PAA molecules can be incorporated into 
the hydrophobic interior of the bilayer, disturbing the arrangement of the acyl chains 
of the lipid molecules. This insertion can abate the van der Waal attraction for the 















Figure 4.9 Fluorescence image of DPPC with PAA (2,000g/mol) at: (a) 0.005, (b) 
0.04, (c) 0.1, and (d) 15wt%. Bar = 100 m. Magnification = 200. 
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It has been known that complexation between polymer and vesicles may be 
affected by how the polymer is introduced during the sample preparation. For 
Pluronic, insertion of the hydrophobic block into the bilayer requires using the 
polymer solution for film hydration to synthesize the vesicles directly, rather than 
adding the polymer to the pre-formed vesicle dispersion (Castile et al., 1999; 
Kostarelos et al., 1997; Liang et al., 2005). One may thus wonder whether this 
preparation issue affects the PAA-DPPC systems studied here, because PAA becomes 
more hydrophobic under an acidic condition. To investigate this matter, we added 
PAA into a pre-formed DPPC vesicle solution to carry out the DSC characterization. 
The results for 10wt% PAA of two different molecular weights are shown in Figure 
4.10, where we cannot find observable difference in the thermogram when compared 
to Figure 4.1 and 4.8. For PAA (Mw=2000g/mol), the peak is located at 37.3C with 
H and HHW value very similar to those by the incorporation method, while there is 
no peak for Mw=450,000g/mol. It can therefore be concluded that the behavior of 












Figure 4.10 DSC thermogram of 10wt% PAA/DPPC prepared by addition method 
with PAA molecular weight (a) 2,000g/mol and (b) 450,000g/mol.  
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For comparison purpose, the pH effect is also investigated for 10wt% PAA 
(Mw=2000g/mol) using DSC with the results shown in Figure 4.11. One can see that 
with the increasing pH, the peak progressively shrinks and shifts right towards 41C.  
Figure 4.12 exhibits the variations of H and HHW with pH. We find that at pH 5 and 
above, the transition enthalpy is very close to the value for pure DPPC vesicles. The 
peak breadth also decreases to a value similar to that for pure DPPC vesicles when pH 
becomes 7.1, and shows a weak variation with pH ranging from 6 to 8. The 
fluorescent images for varying pH are presented in Figure 4.13. Large PAA-lipids 
complexes at low pH can be observed. The amount and size of the complexes are 
drastically reduced when the pH is increased to 4.1 (Figure 4.13c). For pH higher than 
6.0 (see Figure 4.13d), we observed objects that were visually indistinguishable in 
size from those in the absence of PAA. These results indicate that the PAA effect 
becomes very weak at pH 6-8, similar to that for its high molecular weight 
counterpart. At large pH, highly negatively charged PAA becomes quite extended, 
and can thicken the dispersion if its molecular weight is large. The enhanced viscosity 
along with steric hindrance to vesicle diffusion can expectedly reduce the probability 
of vesicles approaching one another for aggregation.  
 
One may wonder whether PAA chain end structure affects the interaction and 
complexation, in particular for short PAA. According to literature (Coessens and 
Matyjaszewski, 1999; Ladaviére et al., 2001; Lefay et al., 2004; Loiseau et al., 2003), 
the end group could be phenyl, thiol, azides or amines, depending on the 
polymerization method. These end groups are relatively stable and not expected to 
lead to other significant interactions and effects, as implied by fact that the main 
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transition temperature hardly changes at high enough pH where carboxylic groups all 












Figure 4.11 DSC thermogram of 10wt% PAA/DPPC with different pH: (a) 2.1, (b) 












Figure 4.12 Transition enthalpy (a) and HHW (b) for the main phase transition of 
DPPC with 10wt% PAA (2,000g/mol) as functions of pH.  The results of the pure 
DPPC solution are also shown for comparison.  
 







































































































Figure 4.13 Fluorescence image of 10wt% PAA/DPPC (2,000g/mol) with pH: (a) 2.1, 
(b) 3.2, (c) 4.1, and (d) 8.0. Bar = 100 m. Magnification = 200. 
 
4.3 Conclusions 
The interaction and complexation between PAA and phospholipid vesicles 
depends on the medium pH, polymer concentration and molecular weight. At acidic 
pH, hydrogen bonding is the major associative interaction between the two species. 
At low enough concentrations, adsorption of PAA molecules on the lipid bilayer 
surfaces via hydrogen bonding can increase the cooperativity of the acyl chains of the 
lipid molecules, thereby leading to a higher transition temperature for the complexes. 
At high PAA concentrations, the polymer can interconnect different vesicles to induce 
aggregation through bridging for high molecular weight or hydrophobic attraction for 
low molecular weight. The different mechanisms bring about different 
microstructures of the formed complexes. High molecular weight PAA can 
completely disrupt the bilayer structure, evidenced by the absence of a phase 
transition peak. This interesting vesicle solubilization by PAA at high molecular 
weight and concentration is discovered for the first time from the present study. In 
contrast, low molecular weight PAA induces vesicle aggregation to form PAA-lipid 
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complexes without destroying the basic nature of bilayer. The transition temperature 
is lowered, probably because of PAA insertion into the bilayer, changing the 
arrangement of lipid molecules and their acyl chains’ interaction. At neutral or 
alkaline pH, PAA is highly charged and can hardly associate with phospholipid 
vesicles. Our finding can potentially be instrumental for applications in pH-sensitive 
carriers and their content release.  




Rheological Study of Hydrophobically Modified Hydroxyethyl 
Cellulose and Phospholipid Vesicles 
 
In this chapter, we focused on the study of rheological behavior of 
hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl cellulose (HMHEC) in the presence of 
phospholipid vesicles. The effects of sonication, lipid species and concentration on 
the rheology were investigated at two HMHEC concentrations: 0.3wt% (semidilute) 
and 0.7wt% (concentrated). The dependence of the viscosity and the dynamic 
behavior of HMHEC on the vesicle size and concentration were also examined. From 
the results obtained, the interaction and association between vesicle and HMHEC will 
be elucidated and proposed in this study.  
 
5.1 Research Background 
  Hydrophobically modified water-soluble polymer (HMP) mixed with 
surfactant or lipid has attracted much attention as it can often be conveniently 
formulated in a wide range of applications (Goddard, 2002; Kwak, 1998; Lee et al., 
2004). Several studies have applied rheometry to investigate the interaction of HMP 
with surfactant vesicles (Ashbaugh et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2005; Marques et al., 1999; 
Medronho et al., 2006; Meier et al., 1996; Santos et al., 2008; Sarrazin-Cartalas et al., 
1994). For comblike HMP, Sarrazin-Cartalas et al. (1994) investigated 
hydrophobically modified poly(sodium arcylate) (HMPA) and oligoethylene glycol 
monododecyl ether surfactants (C12E4, C12E5 and C12E8). The samples containing 
C12E4 were observed to separate into a water-rich phase and a gel phase rich in 
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polymer and surfactant above a critical temperature, where the surfactant aggregates 
transform from micelles to vesicles. Below this temperature, the surfactant formed 
mixed micelles with the polymer, acting as crosslinks of the polymer network. Above 
this temperature, however, the surfactant assembled into vesicles that were bridged by 
the adsorbed polymer, leading to a higher viscosity for the gel phase. Formation of a 
gel network with a large elastic modulus independent of frequency was reported for 
hydrophobically modified chitosan in catanionic vesicles (Lee et al., 2005). For 
telechelic HMP, Medronho et al. (2006) examined hydrophobically modified 
polyethylene glycol (HMPEG) with catanionic vesicles, while Santos et al. (2008) 
studied HMPEG with C12E4 vesicles. Both studies observed phase separation and 
enhanced viscoelasticity due to the bridging mechanism originating from hydrophobic 
attraction.  
   
  Unlike surfactant vesicles, no phase separation was observed for phospholipid 
vesicles mixed with HMPs (Auguste et al., 2003; Hayashi et al., 1996; Polozova and 
Winnik, 1997; Ringsdorf et al., 1991; Ringsdoft et al., 1993; Simon et al., 1995; 
Sunamoto et al., 1992; Wu et al., 1992). Phospholipid vesicles naturally mimic the 
biological cells, making them a better candidate in the study of fundamental 
interaction between cells and polymers (Bangham, 1972; Kresheck et al., 1980; 
Taylor and Morris, 1995; Wang et al., 1995). Fixation of hydrophobically modified 
poly(N-isopropylacylamides) (HMPNIPAM) labeled with pyrene to liposomes was 
attempted by Ringsdorf et al. (1991) and (1993) to model a cytoskeleton. The 
insertion of the hydrophobic anchor was evidenced by decreased pyrene excimer 
emission. Polozova et al. (1997) further studied this system, focusing on the effects of 
lipid type, phase state, and polymer conformation. Adsorption of hydrophobically 
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modified polysaccharide to liposomes was studied by Sunamoto et al. (1992). They 
observed that the binding level and adsorption capability increased with the number 
of hydrophobic anchors. Auguste et al. (2003) investigated the interaction of comb-
graft HMPEG with C18 stearylamide hydrophobes with fusogenic liposomes. This 
polymer was found to form multiple attachments to the liposomes for better 
protection. In a following work, they examined the effect of surface viscous force for 
HMPEG bound to a DPPC lipid monolayer on the protection improvement (Auguste 
et al., 2008). In contrast to surfactant vesicles, there is yet no study on the rheological 
behavior of HMP and phospholipid vesicles.  
 
Apart from aforementioned HMPs, hydrophobically modified hydroxyethyl 
cellulose (HMHEC) is another comblike water-soluble polymer with hydrophobes 
randomly grafted along the backbone, showing self-aggregation properties, thickening 
and colloidal stabilization effect (Maestro et al., 2002b). Its interactions with 
surfactant micelles, phase behavior and the corresponding nonlinear rheology have 
been investigated (Bai et al., 2005; Dualeh and Steiner, 1991; Maestro et al., 2005; 
Zhao and Chen, 2006; Zhao and Chen, 2007a; Zhao and Chen, 2007b; Zhao and 
Chen, 2008; Zhao et al., 2005). A gradual addition of surfactant was found to first 
increase and then decrease the viscosity of the polymer solutions, because excess 
surfactant can mask each hydrophobe in a mixed micelle. Nilson et al. (1998) 
investigated the viscosity of HMHEC solutions using sodium dodecyl sulfate. 
Increasing the aggregation number of micelles by adding salt or dodecyl 
trimethylammonium chloride (DoTAC), they observed a considerable increase in 
viscosity attributable to the increased concentration ratio of hydrophobes to micelles. 
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When the added DoTAC amount was sufficient, vesicles emerged in coexistence with 
the micelles (Nilsson et al., 2000).   
 
Although surfactant vesicles and liposomes bear a certain similarity in 
structure, it is not clear whether their interactions with HMP can give rise to 
analogous rheological properties. As mentioned earlier, no phase separation was seen 
for mixtures of HMP and liposomes, as opposed to surfactant vesicles. It may imply a 
subtle difference in behavior between them. Therefore, it is interesting and important 
to examine the rheology of HMP and liposomes to gain a better understanding. In this 
chapter, we investigate the mixture of HMHEC and phospholipid vesicles in an 
attempt to explore the interplay between the rheological properties and molecular 
interaction of the two species. The effects of lipid species, concentration and sample 
sonication on the rheology will be examined. The findings for the structural and 
mechanical properties of HMHEC-liposome networks can shed light on their use in 
practical applications.  
 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 Rheological behavior of HMHEC solution 
The rheological behavior of HMHEC highly depends on the polymer 
concentration and temperature. As reported in the previous studies (Zhao and Chen, 
2007b; Zhao et al., 2005), HMHEC solutions show a shear thickening behavior at 
intermediate shear rates and low temperature in the semidilute regime (0.15-0.5wt%). 
This behavior, which becomes more pronounced at lower temperatures, has been 
ascribed to shear-enhanced intermolecular association of HMHEC (Maestro et al., 
2002b). At higher shear rates, the solutions become shear thinned. In the concentrated 
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regime (>0.5wt%), however, HMHEC shows a Newtonian behavior followed by 
shear thinning as the shear rate increases.  
 
Figure 5.1 plots the viscosity against shear rate for 0.3wt% (semidilute) and 
0.7wt% (concentrated) HMHEC with or without 20 mM NaCl at 10C and 25C. We 
choose these two concentrations throughout this study. Both of these concentrations 
are above the critical concentration (0.2wt%) for the formation of a transient 
network due to intermolecular hydrophobic association (Tanaka et al., 1990). 
Hereafter, we call the hydrophobe aggregate “micelle”. One can clearly see from 
figure that the addition of 20mM NaCl increases the viscosity very slightly, probably 
because the presence of salt causes the HMHEC backbone to be less hydrated (similar 
to the salting-out mechanism), promoting the hydrophobe aggregation. The reason we 
examined the effect of NaCl addition is because the preparation of liposomes 
involved the use of a NaCl buffer solution.  
 
Consistent with the prior studies (Maestro et al., 2002b; Zhao and Chen, 
2007b; Zhao et al., 2005), the viscosity increases with increasing polymer 
concentrations, but decreases with increasing temperature. A higher polymer 
concentration results in stronger intermolecular association, whereas a higher 
temperature facilitates the disengagement of hydrophobes from micelles. At 
intermediate shear rates, the 0.3wt% HMHEC solution exhibited a shear thickening 
















Figure 5.1 Flow curves of 0.3 and 0.7wt% HMHEC with (filled symbol) and without 
(open symbol) 20 mM NaCl at 10C and 25C. 
  
 
5.2.2 Viscosity behavior of HMHEC-phospholipid vesicles solution 
The effect of unsonicated EPC vesicles at low concentrations on HMHEC 
solutions was first examined. We found that addition of 0.1-1.0 mg/ml EPC only 
resulted in a very slight increase in the zero-shear viscosity. The mixture samples 
were homogeneous and stable over a period of longer than 3 months, in stark contrast 
to pure liposome dispersions, which appeared turbid and precipitated after a day. It 
indicates that the presence of HMHEC can stabilize the liposomes by two effects: (1) 
an increased medium viscosity to reduce the encounter among the liposomes, and (2) 
steric stabilization from the HMHEC binding to the liposome surface via hydrophobe 
insertion into the bilayers.  
 
To further investigate the behavior in this lipid concentration range, we 
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then mixing it with the HMHEC solution to achieve the final desired composition. It 
is interesting to point out that if sonication was otherwise conducted after adding 
HMHEC via the incorporation method during liposome preparation, the sample 
viscosity dropped dramatically to only about 2.8 mPa s, much lower than that of a 
pure HMHEC solution. It signifies that the sonication can disrupt hydrophobes from 
HMHEC, so this process should be carried out prior to the addition of HMHEC. 
Figure 5.2 shows the zero-shear viscosity for sonicated samples as a function of EPC 











Figure 5.2 Zero-shear viscosity as a function of EPC concentration for 0.7wt% 
HMHEC with sonicated vesicles at 10C and 25C. 
 
The viscosity can become twofold for 1 mg/ml EPC at 10C. These results 
imply that a sufficient number (or concentration) of vesicles is critically important for 
increasing the strength of the transient network. For comparison purpose, we also 
tested the unmodified counterpart HEC with average molecular weight 720k g/mol, 
and show the results in Figure 5.3, where the data points of each modulus nearly 
collapse into a curve. It is clear that the presence of sonicated vesicles (0.1-1.0 mg/ml) 
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hardly changes the viscosity of non-associative HEC solution, indicative of the 





















Figure 5.3 Shear viscosity (a) and moduli (b) of 1wt% HEC (720,000 g/mol) with 
sonicated EPC vesicles at 25 C. 
   
 To better understand the behavior, we further increase the phospholipid 
concentration (1-15 mg/ml) to do the experiments for sonicated samples. Figure 5.4 
plots the viscosity against the shear rate for different lipid concentrations. The 
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variation of zero-shear viscosity with the lipid concentration is presented in Figure 5.5. 
As seen from the figures, the viscosity for 0.3wt% HMHEC first increases and then 
decreases with increasing EPC concentration. For 0.7wt% HMHEC, although a 
similar trend is observed up to 8.5 mg/ml EPC, the viscosity appears not to further 
decrease when more EPC is added. It should be pointed out that the deviation of 
measured viscosity became larger at high enough EPC concentrations for 0.7wt% 
HMHEC at 10C, because the resulting high viscosity made it difficult for the 
prepared samples to exactly reach the equilibrium state at a prescribed composition. 
However, for each sample, the viscosity measured several times within a week was 
quite consistent as the deviation was less than 2%, indicating a high stability. 
Compared to nonionic surfactant (Zhao and Chen, 2007b), the presence of lipid could 
enhance the HMHEC viscosity more significantly (more than one order of magnitude), 
as seen in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. Figure 5.6 presents the flow curve of HMHEC with 
added DPPC, showing a similar behavior despite smaller viscosity enhancement at a 










































































Figure 5.4 Flow curve of sonicated EPC vesicles with 0.7 wt% HMHEC at (a) 10C; 




























































































































Figure 5.5 Zero-shear viscosity of (a) 0.7wt% HMHEC and (b) 0.3wt% HMHEC as a 












































































































































Figure 5.6 Flow curves of sonicated DPPC vesicles with 0.7 wt% HMHEC at (a) 
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To elucidate the mechanism, we analyze the vesicle size, concentration and 
the chain length. According to the H
1
NMR characterization (Zhao and Chen, 2007a), 
each HMHEC molecule has on average 10 hydrophobes (hexadecyl side chains) 
randomly distributed along its backbone. From dynamic light scattering, we found 
that after sonication, the average hydrodynamic diameter was reduced from 809 to 
111 nm for EPC vesicles and from 1253 to 236 nm for DPPC vesicles, indicative of 
the formation of smaller vesicles but in a larger number due to sonication.  
 
Assuming that most of the liposomes are unilamellar after sonication, we can 
estimate the number of lipid molecules in each liposome based on a bilayer thickness 
of about 4 nm from small angle x-ray and neutron scattering (Kucerka et al., 2008), 
and the area per lipid molecule of about 0.68 nm
2 
(Tait and Smith, 1999). Then, the 
vesicle concentration and the average nearest separation distance between the surfaces 
of two adjacent vesicles can be calculated. For instance, it is about 188 nm for EPC 
and 259 nm for DPPC at 5 mg/ml, and becomes 400 and 610 nm at 1 mg/ml, 
respectively. As mentioned in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.3), the contour length of 
HMHEC is about 760 nm. Using the persistence length of 10 nm (Nilsson et al., 
2000), the radius of gyration is estimated to be around 50 nm (Oppong and Bruyn, 
2010), which is smaller than but could be comparable to the mean gap thickness 
between the vesicles (the lowest value is 96 nm for EPC at 15 mg/ml). It implies that 
at sufficiently high lipid concentrations, a single chain being stretched to directly 
bridge two vesicles is likely because of modest entropic penalty.   
 
To examine if a majority of hydrophobes can be incorporated in bilayers, we 
analyze the samples using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), which can 
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measure the gel-to-fluid transition temperature of lipid bilayers. This method is more 
appropriate for DPPC than EPC, because DPPC has only saturated hydrocarbon 
chains, leading to a sharper transition (Fukuda et al., 1988; Lasonder and Weringa, 
1990). The results for 5 mg/ml DPPC without and with 0.7wt% HMHEC are shown 
in Figure 5.7. For this mixture, we also estimate the number ratio of hydrophobe to 
liposome to be about 9113, and the vesicle volume fraction to be about 5.7%. Each 
liposome has about 4.97×10
5











Figure 5.7 DSC thermogram of 5 mg/ml (a) unsonicated DPPC; (b) unsonicated 
DPPC and 0.7wt% HMHEC; (c) sonicated DPPC; (d) sonicated DPPC and 
0.7wt%HMHEC.  
 
As seen from the figure, unsonicated DPPC vesicles (5mg/ml) in the absence 
of HMHEC show a weak pre-transition at 36C and a sharp main transition at around 
41C, in good agreement with the prior studies (Könczöl et al., 2005; Pantusa et al., 
2007; Pappalardo et al., 2005). For sonicated liposomes, the main peak becomes 
broader, and the pre-transition cannot be detected. In the presence of HMHEC, the 
main transition temperature is not changed despite a slight increase in the peak 
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breadth. Also, the pre-transition, which is more sensitive to the existence of impurities 
or additives in the system (Taylor and Morris, 1995), is suppressed for unsonicated 
liposomes. Any phase change purely from HMHEC has been ruled out from our 
testing for pure HMHEC solutions because of no peak. This finding, similar to that by 
Ringsdorf et al. (1993), indicates that the presence of HMHEC can only affect the 
cooperativity of the bilayers very slightly, suggesting a small portion of hydrophobes 
being inserted into the lipid bilayers. Moreover, if all HMHEC hydrophobes were 
inserted in the bilayers, the viscosity would be much smaller, because the sample 
would become a dispersion of vesicles decorated by HMHEC at their surfaces without 
any interconnection. The presence of the transition peaks also indicates the existence 
of bilayers, suggesting intact vesicles.  
 
To seek more evidence, we used fluorescence microscopy as employed in our 
prior studies (Chieng and Chen, 2009; Chieng and Chen, 2010), and observed 
fluorescent vesicles with added 1,6-Diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH), although no 
images are shown here. Lee et al. (2005) investigated a similar system of catanionic 
vesicles and HM-chitosan using small angle neutron scattering to find that the 
vesicles remain intact, while their size decreases in the presence of the polymer. 
Although the resolution of our fluorescent micrographs is not sufficient to detect the 
liposome size change, a similar behavior could be conjectured. More discussion will 
be made later regarding the size change associated with the bilayer state. 
 
From the above analyses, we propose a bridging mechanism to explain the 
considerable viscosity increase observed from our experiment. Two vesicles can 
either be bridged directly by a chain via the incorporation of its hydrophobes in 
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different bilayers, or be linked indirectly by attached chains, which associate via 
“hydrophobe micelles”, as illustrated in Figure 5.8. The former is believed to 
contribute largely to the viscosity enhancement, while the latter is analogous to the 
behavior in pure HMHEC solution. Note that without HMHEC, the viscosity of a 
sonicated vesicle dispersion is much lower; for example, 5 mg/ml EPC is Newtonian 
with viscosity as low as 1.56 and 1.06 mPa s at 10 and 25C, respectively. Based on 









Figure 5.8 Schematic network structure of HMHEC and phospholipid vesicles. 
 
At a fixed HMHEC concentration, adding vesicles provides additional sites to 
accommodate hydrophobes, leading to more pronounce direct bridging and hence the 
viscosity increases. When the lipid concentration is further increased, more 
hydrophobes are incorporated in bilayers at the expense of those originally involved 
in micelles. As such, indirect bridging is reduced and more HMHEC segment loops 
may form on the vesicle surface. Therefore, a maximum zero-shear viscosity can be 
anticipated at a certain intermediate lipid concentration. Although the nonmonotonic 
viscosity behavior is somewhat similar to that observed for mixed micelles of 
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nonionic surfactant with HMHEC (Zhao and Chen, 2007b), a subtle difference exists. 
The mixed micelles (<10 nm) are much smaller than the vesicles in the present study, 
and hence the high population of the former at an excessive surfactant concentration 
can saturate the hydrophobes, each of which is therefore masked by one micelle. 
Under this condition, the interconnection of the polymer chains vanishes, and the 
viscosity can consequently drop to a value even lower than that of a corresponding 
pure HMHEC solution (Zhao and Chen, 2007b). This masking phenomenon, however, 
is unlikely to occur for HMHEC-liposome systems because the hydrophobes 
substantially outnumber the liposomes as analyzed earlier. As can be seen from 
Figure 5.5, the zero-shear viscosity for the HMHEC-lipid mixture does not become 
lower than for the pure HMHEC solution. Previous studies for mixtures of telechelic 
HMPs and surfactant vesicles reported increasing viscosity and elastic properties with 
increasing surfactant concentration (Medronho et al., 2006; Santos et al., 2008). It is 
not known whether the solution viscosity will decrease when the surfactant 
concentration becomes high enough. A comparison of the behavior between the two 
HMHEC concentrations shown in Figure 5.5 also finds that at 15mg/ml EPC, the 
viscosity drops more markedly for 0.3wt% HMHEC than for 0.7wt%. This could be 
explained by more direct bridging relative to indirect bridging at a higher HMHEC 
concentration.   
 
A comparison between Figures 5.4 and 5.6 finds that despite a similar trend, 
the viscosity increase for DPPC is smaller than for EPC at a constant mass 
concentration. At 5 mg/ml, we use the vesicle diameter and number concentration to 
calculate the vesicle specific surface area accessible to hydrophobes, and find the ratio 
of EPC to DPPC to be about 1.0. The volume fractions are 2.7% and 5.7% for EPC 
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and DPPC vesicles, respectively, meaning that the effective HMHEC concentration in 
the accessible space does not differ much. These analyses imply that at a given lipid 
mass concentration, EPC and DPPC vesicles can take up comparable amounts of 
hydrophobes, while the remaining hydrophobes can either form micelles or remain 
dangling. Since the gap between adjacent EPC vesicles is smaller, intervesicle 
bridging is easier to occur, accounting for the higher viscosity for EPC. 
    
Moreover, the bilayer state of the liposomes may exert certain effects. As 
mentioned earlier, the bilayer of DPPC having saturated hydrocarbon acyl chains 
undergoes a gel-to-fluid transition at around 41C. Accordingly, the DPPC bilayers 
are always in the gel state for all the rheology measurements in our study, whereas the 
EPC bilayers having a phase transition temperature from -15 to -5C are in the fluid 
state. A previous study on HMPNIPAM with DMPC (Tm 23.5C) and EPC 
(Polozova and Winnik, 1997) found that the bilayer fluidity appeared not to affect the 
polymer binding efficiency, while a more uniform distribution of hydrophobes was 
detected for liposomes in the fluid state. The hydrophobes were thought to exchange 
faster and more dynamically between water and bilayers in the fluid state than in the 
gel state. In addition, the authors proposed that polymer binding to liposomes in the 
fluid state could induce liposome fission, leading to a higher number of smaller 
polymer-modified liposomes. However, when the temperature was decreased below 
the transition point, transformation and fusion of these small liposomes into larger 
aggregates occurred in the gel state. In view of the size change trends, we believe that 
EPC liposomes in the fluid state can facilitate networking better than DPPC 
liposomes in the gel state.   
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To examine the network strength, we measured the viscosity by varying the 
shear stress at 10C with the results shown in Figure 5.9. The viscosity shows a 
dramatic decline at a critical shear stress, reflecting disruption of the transient 
network, regardless of whether liposomes are present or not. This finding indicates 
that the lipid addition does not change the very essence of the associative polymer. 
 
 


















Figure 5.9 Viscosity versus shear stress of pure HMHEC in 20mM NaCl buffer 
solution (control) and with addition of 5mg/ml EPC and DPPC vesicles at 10C (a) 
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As mentioned earlier, the hydrophobes can either be embedded in vesicle 
bilayers or form micelles. The association strength for the former is believed to be 
larger than for the latter because the inner region of a bilayer is very hydrophobic. As 
such, the network destruction takes place when the micelles are disrupted, leading to 
disconnected liposome clusters. Since liposomes can take up a portion of 
hydrophobes, the rest hydrophobes may form micelles with a smaller aggregation 
number, which can be disrupted by a smaller stress as observed particularly for 
0.3wt% HMHEC. This behavior is different from that for telechelic HMPEG and 
catanionic vesicles, where the critical stress appears to increase slightly with vesicle 
concentration (Medronho et al., 2006).   
 
5.2.3 Dynamic behavior of HMHEC-phospholipid vesicles solution 
Within the linear viscoelastic regime, the storage modulus G' and loss 
modulus G" were measured in an oscillatory flow over the frequency range of 0.02-
100 rad/s. Figure 5.10 illustrates the variation of G' and G" with the angular frequency 
 for 0.7wt% HMHEC/NaCl solution with or without 5mg/ml lipid. In the 
investigated frequency range, most samples show a typical viscoelastic behavior with 
G" dominating over G' at low frequency, and vice versa at high frequency. To show 
the concentration dependence similar to the viscosity, we plot G' at 0.1Hz as a 
function of EPC concentration at two temperatures in Figure 5.11. Unlike HM-
chitosan with catanionic vesicles (Lee et al., 2005), we never obtain a gel network 






























Figure 5.10 Storage modulus (closed symbols) and loss modulus (open symbols) as 
functions of angular frequency for (i) 0.7wt% HMHEC, and its complex with (ii) 
5mg/ml EPC and (iii) DPPC vesicles at (a) 10C and (b) 25C. The lines are fitting 
curves based on the generalized Maxwell model. 
 












































































































Figure 5.11 Storage modulus as a function of EPC concentration at 0.1Hz for (a) 
0.7wt% HMHEC and (b) 0.3wt% HMHEC. 
 
A previous study of Maestro et al. (2002a) on HMHEC found that a simple 
Maxwell model fails to describe the linear viscoelastic behavior, due to the stiffness 
of the HMHEC backbone and a spectrum of relaxation times. The data, however, can 
be well fitted by a generalized Maxwell model based on a lognormal distribution of 
relaxation time: 
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(5.1) 
       
(5.2) 
with 
        
(5.3) 
 
where m is the mean relaxation time,  is the standard deviation, GN is the plateau 
modulus, and ∞ is the viscosity at infinite frequency responsible for the rapid 
movement of free chains. We adopt this model for the HMHEC-lipid mixtures, and 
show the fitting curves in Figure 5.10 and the parameter values for some cases in 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The fitting is generally very good, and GN for the pure HMHEC 
solution compares favorably with that at a similar concentration (0.75wt%) obtained 
by Maestro et al. (2002a). 
 
Table 5.1 presents the effect of EPC concentration on the rheological 
parameters for 0.7wt% HMHEC at 10C. The plateau modulus can be correlated to 
the number concentration of bridging segments  by RTGN ~ with R and T being 
the gas constant and absolute temperature (Annable et al., 1993). For 0.7wt% 
HMHEC, the hydrophobe concentration is estimated to be 0.125mol/m
3
. According to 
Table 5.1, our estimation based on one linking segment involving two hydrophobes 
finds that only about 4% of hydrophobes contribute to bridging for the pure HMHEC 
solution, while the remaining hydrophobes are thought to either associate in an 
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distribution of relaxation times and increase the plateau modulus. This behavior is 
attributable to the incorporation of a portion of hydrophobes into the vesicles, as 
opposed to only hydrophobe micelles for pure HMHEC solutions. The hydrophobes, 
which are embedded in the bilayers, may form additional linking segment responsible 
for the larger plateau modulus. They also cannot disengage easily because of stronger 
hydrophobic interaction in the bilayers, thereby resulting in the longer relaxation 
times.  
 
Table 5.1 Effect of EPC concentrations on the viscoelastic properties of 0.7wt% 

















0.0 0.935 5.03 5.74 0.141 14.9 2.4410-3 
1.0 0.409 11.06 7.83 0.052 29.7 3.3310-3 
3.0 0.582 11.68 7.04 0.095 64.3 2.9910-3 
5.0 1.275 24.44 9.60 0.185 196.0 4.0810-3 
7.0 1.349 41.26 11.34 0.164 268.0 4.8210-3 
8.5 0.639 33.12 9.63 0.13 130.0 4.0910-3 
10.0 0.308 48.72 10.63 0.11 119.0 4.5210-3 
15.0 0.014 92.73 31.00 0.11 143.0 13.210-3 
 
On the other hand, when more hydrophobes originally involved in the micelles 
are taken up by the vesicles at increased lipid concentrations, the aggregation number 
of the micelles decreases gradually, reducing the strength of hydrophobic attraction 
and easing the hydrophobe disengagement. This accounts for the decreased mean 
relaxation time at high enough lipid concentrations. As such, the product of mean 
relaxation time and plateau modulus, which is roughly related to the zero shear 
viscosity, can reach a maximum at a certain intermediate lipid concentration, as 
supported by the zero shear viscosity results.  
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Table 5.2 shows the results for varying temperature, HMHEC concentration, 
and lipid species. A comparison between 10C and 25 C for 0.7wt% HMHEC finds 
that at higher temperature, the mean relaxation time is reduced considerably, whereas 
the plateau modulus does not change much. This is because the higher thermal energy 
can facilitate hydrophobe disengagement. At lower HMHEC concentration, although 
the plateau modulus and mean relaxation time both decrease, the former can plunge 
by more than one order of magnitude, indicating a dramatic decrease in the number of 
links formed.  The addition of EPC or DPPC can increase the plateau modulus and the 
width of the relaxation spectrum, as compared to the pure HMHEC solutions. 
However, the mean relaxation time appears to decrease due to the presence of DPPC, 
in contrast to EPC at 5 mg/ml. We speculate that more hydrophobes stay dangling or 
the micelle aggregation number decreases, lowering the barrier for the exit of the 
hydrophobes.   
 
 
















10 0.7wt%HMHEC 0.935 5.03 5.74 0.141 14.90 2.4410-3 
10 0.7wt%HMHEC/EPC 1.275 24.44 9.60 0.185 196.0 4.0810-3 
10 0.7wt%HMHEC/DPPC 0.645 12.77 9.28 0.130 63.50 3.9410-3 
25 0.7wt%HMHEC 0.385 4.44 4.68 0.100 5.59 1.8910-3 
25 0.7wt%HMHEC/EPC 0.783 13.04 7.37 0.130 67.90 2.9710-3 
25 0.7wt%HMHEC/DPPC 0.101 13.83 10.1 0.030 17.30 4.0710-3 
10 0.3wt%HMHEC 0.520 2.68 0.28 0.031 0.24 1.1910-4 
10 0.3wt%HMHEC/EPC 0.609 11.61 0.50 0.024 3.82 2.1210-4 
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5.3 Conclusions 
We have observed the enhancement of rheological properties for HMHEC 
solutions in the presence of phospholipid vesicles. Because of hydrophobic attraction, 
the HMHEC hydrophobes can form micelles or become embedded in the vesicle 
bilayers. As such, interconnection between the vesicles can be facilitated by (1) direct 
single-chain bridging, and (2) indirect linking, which involves more than one chain 
via the micelle formation. The substantial increase in viscosity renders associative 
polymers a potential candidate for packaging or handling liposomes as drug carriers. 
In this study, we have found that the viscosity increases and then decreases with the 
lipid concentration, while the plateau modulus obtained by fitting the experimental 
data against the generalized Maxwell model is increased. Although the behavior is 
qualitatively similar to that with added nonionic surfactant, the viscosity enhancement 
is much stronger for the present system due to different mechanisms. The 
hydrophobic interaction is stronger for those hydrophobes inserted in the vesicle 
bilayers than involved in the micelles, as reflected by the broader distribution of 
relaxation time.  
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CHAPTER 6 
Complexation of Cationic Polyelectrolyte with Anionic Phospholipid 
Vesicles: Concentration, Molecular Weight and Salt Effects 
 
 In the previous chapters, Chapter 3 showed interesting hydrophobic 
interaction between phospholipid vesicle and triblock copolymers. Chapter 4 
demonstrated how poly(acylic acid) can complex with phospholipid vesicle via 
hydrogen bonding interaction. In Chapter 5, two types of association between 
phospholipid vesicles and HMHEC via direct and indirect bridging have been 
proposed, which lead to the modification of HMHEC rheological properties. In this 
chapter, we investigated the influence of cationic poly(diallyldimethylammonium 
chloride) (PDADMAC) on the morphology and phase behavior of anionic 
phospholipid vesicle. It is hypothesized that the polycation can bind to the vesicles via 
electrostatic interaction to compensate, neutralize and reverse the vesicular charge. 
The dependence of interactions on the molar ratio of cationic to anionic group, R, 
polycation molecular weight and salt concentration will be examined and discussed.  
 
6.1 Research Background 
Several studies have investigated the interaction behaviors between 
PDADMAC and oppositely charged surfactants. For sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 
Dubin and coworkers have systematically studied interaction between PDADMAC 
and micelles or mixed micelles (Dubin and Oteri, 1983; Li et al., 1994; Li et al., 1995; 
Rigsbee and Dubin, 1996; Wang et al., 1999; Xia et al., 1993). Strong electrostatic 
attraction could lead to unfavorable precipitation and macroscopic phase separation 
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starting at very low surfactant concentrations (Li et al., 1994). This problem could be 
overcome by attenuating the strong electrostatic interaction using mixed micelles of 
nonionic and ionic surfactants, and thereby dispersible complexes formed in a certain 
range of surfactant mixing ratio. The behavior was not affected significantly by the 
molecular weight of PDADMAC (Li et al., 1995). 
 
For surfactant vesicles (SDS/decanol/water), Kötz et al. (2000) reported that 
binding of PDADMAC to SDS induced the formation of compact non-swelling 
multilamellar vesicles. Subsequent addition of oppositely charged carboxy-
methycellulose to the system led to coexistence of non-swelling and swelling lamellar 
phases in the solution. In the following study, Hellweg et al. (2002) found that the 
bilayer was in a swollen and a compact liquid crystalline state for PDADMAC <2 
wt% and >5wt%, respectively. With increasing PDADMAC concentration, the phase 
transition temperature was shifted to a higher value, while the interlayer spacing 
between lamellae was reduced, leading to the formation of spherical onion-like 
supramolecular structures. Recently, Tong et al. (2006) applied such a high-ordered 
supramolecular system as an organic template for CdS nanoparticle preparation. In 
these studies, the vesicle concentration is very high (50wt% aqueous phase and 
50wt% SDS/decanol/water system) when compared to PDADMAC (1-8 wt%). As 
such, the molar ratio of cationic to anionic group is lower than unity.  For lecithin 
vesicles with added SDS, Robertson et al. (2004) examined the effect of PDADMAC 
on the rheological and phase behavior. In the absence of polymer, electrostatic 
repulsion from the added SDS caused the compact multilamellar vesicles to disappear 
and the viscosity to decrease. Introducing PDADMAC to the system, however, 
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compensated the negative charge, thereby reconstructing the multilamellar vesicles 
and increasing the viscosity.  
 
When the ratio of cationic to anionic group reaches about unity, neutralization 
and precipitation takes place. For PDADMAC with sodium dihexadecyl phosphate or 
SDS modified soya bean lecithin, Antonietti and coworkers (Antonietti et al., 1995; 
Antonietti et al., 1996) studied the properties of a cast film from dissolved precipitates. 
They observed an egg-carton like structure for the lecithin samples with good 
mechanical properties reflected by a low glass transition temperature. However, it is 
not clear whether this behavior can be seen for the original precipitates before the 
dissolution and casting. 
 
For other polycations, Yaroslavov’s group has carried out a series of 
investigations on their electrostatic interactions with negatively charged vesicles 
(Yaroslavov et al., 1994; Yaroslavov et al., 1998; Yaroslavov et al., 1999; Yaroslavov 
et al., 2002; Yaroslavov et al., 2003; Yaroslavov et al., 2006; Yaroslavov et al., 2007; 
Yaroslavov et al., 2008). The integrity of the liposomes depends on the mole fraction 
of anionic lipid added to the membranes. For anionic lipid >30%mol, the vesicles 
were disrupted to form strong non-vesicular complexes (Yaroslavov et al., 1998). 
When the polycation concentration was increased towards complete neutralization, 
the complex size reached a maximum. Further addition of polycation gave rise to 
charge reversal and dissociation of the complexes with size reduced towards that of 
the original liposomes. The adsorbed polycation could be completely removed from 
the vesicle surface by adding sufficient salt or excessive polyanion such as 
polyacrylic acid (Yaroslavov et al., 2008).  
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Despite the prior studies using PDADMAC, its complexation with negatively 
charged phospholipid vesicles and the corresponding morphology is not fully clear yet, 
in particular for the polymer spanning a wider concentration range. Furthermore, 
investigations on vesicles comprised of only anionic lipids are very limited, so is the 
effect of salt concentration. In the present study, we examine the interaction and 
complexation between PDADMAC and dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) 
vesicles. The dependence of DPPG-PDADMAC complexes structure on polymer and 
salt concentrations is also examined.  
 
6.2 Results and Discussion 
6.2.1 Effect of PDADMAC concentration and molecular weight 
To investigate the influence of PDADMAC on the structure and phase 
behavior of DPPG vesicles, we varied the polymer concentration in a wide range from 
0.005 to 15wt% (pH 5-7). DSC results for DPPG at pH 7.4 are shown in Figures 6.1 
and 6.2 for two different PDADMAC molecular weights. In the absence of 
PDADMAC, we observed a main phase transition peak at Tm = 40°C and a very weak 
pre-transition peak at around 33°C, consistent with the previous studies (Garidel et al., 
1997; Jing et al., 2003). The addition of PDADMAC polycation slightly increased the 
main phase transition temperature for R less than unity, where R is defined as the 
molar ratio of cationic (PDADMAC) to anionic group (DPPG) in the solution. The 
change in phase behavior reflects the effect of electrostatically adsorbed PDADMAC 
on the arrangement and orientation of the lipid molecules in the bilayers. In addition 
to the peak shift, the half height width (HHW) increased, while the transition enthalpy 
ΔH decreased slightly, as revealed in Table 6.1. It also shows that the thermal 
behavior of the mixtures was nearly the same for the two polymer molecular weights. 
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Figure 6.1 DSC heating curves of 5mg/ml DPPG vesicles with high molecular weight 
PDADMAC at various concentrations: (a) 0.0; (b) 0.005; (c) 0.02; (d) 0.04; (e) 0.1; (f) 
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Figure 6.2 DSC heating curves of 5mg/ml DPPG vesicles with different very low 
molecular weight PDADMAC concentration (a) 0.0; (b) 0.005; (c) 0.02; (d) 0.04; (e) 
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Table 6.1 DSC thermal data for DPPG with high and very low molecular weight 
PDADMAC 
 
High molecular weight Very low molecular weight PDADMAC 
(wt%) Tm (°C) HHW (°C) ΔH (J/g) Tm (°C) HHW (°C) ΔH (J/g)
0.00 39.97 0.81 0.25 39.97 0.81 0.25 
0.005 39.76 1.50 0.25 40.47 1.58 0.20 
0.02 41.19 1.87 0.17 40.05 1.94 0.25 
0.04 41.81 1.37 0.14 41.34 2.16 0.21 
0.10 43.95 0.62 1.31 43.42 0.68 0.79 
0.30 43.97 0.44 1.70 43.88 0.37 1.42 
0.50 43.94 0.37 1.24 43.89 0.33 1.14 
0.70 43.91 0.35 0.76 43.78 0.32 0.96 
1.00 43.88 0.38 0.75 43.82 0.34 0.9 
5.00 43.13 0.50 0.50 43.36 0.47 1.01 
10.00 42.35 0.56 0.28 42.30 0.56 0.56 
15.00 40.77 0.63 0.34 40.97 0.83 0.28 
 
By further increasing the PDADMAC concentration to 0.1wt% (R≈1), the 
main phase transition peak became sharp and was shifted to a higher temperature 
around 44°C, similar to the result obtained by Tirrell et al. (1985) for DPPG and 
polycation Ionene-6,6. They also found from X-ray diffraction that the lamellar 
spacing was reduced, indicating the formation of a compact supramolecular structure. 
This behavior is caused by charge neutralization, which diminishes the electrostatic 
repulsion between bilayers or vesicles, and gross precipitation ensues. Moreover, the 
reduced repulsion between the lipid molecules in each bilayer leads to the increase in 
Tm and ΔH.  
 
For PDADMAC >0.3wt% (R>1), the main phase transition peak shifted back, 
and both ΔH and HHW decreased. This interesting behavior is discovered for the first 
time from the present study. In particular, for 15wt% PDADMAC (R≈138), the main 
peak is nearly identical to that of pure DPPG vesicles. In the prior studies (Yaroslavov 
et al., 2002; Yaroslavov et al., 2003), restoration of the main peak can be achieved 
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only by adding polyanion to neutralize and remove the adsorbed polycation. To 
confirm electrostatic interaction responsible for the change in the phase transition of 
DPPG vesicles, we tested the counterpart DPPC (zwitterionic) and present the DSC 
thermogram in Figure 6.3. In the absence of PDADMAC, 5mg/ml DPPC 
phospholipids showed a sharp Tm = 41.4°C, in good agreement with prior studies 
(Biltonen and Lichtenberg, 1993; Taylor and Morris, 1995). It is evident from the 
figure that the addition of PDADMAC does not alter the thermal behavior of the 
DPPC vesicles. Also, we can rule out the possibility of PDADMAC being tucked into 
the hydrophobic interior of a lipid bilayer, as such an insertion will shift the transition 
peak to a lower temperature.  
 
 




































Figure 6.3 DSC heating curves of 5mg/ml DPPC vesicles with high molecular weight 
PDADMAC at concentration (a) 0.0, (b) 0.04, (c) 0.10, (d) 0.50 and (e) 1.0 wt%.   
 
  To gain more clues, we employed fluorescence microscopy for 
characterization, which is a simple and convenient approach allowing direct 
visualization. Pure PDADMAC solutions spanning from 0.005-15wt% revealed no 
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fluorescence from our experiment, because the hydrophobic dye DPH can only bind 
to and be located between acyl chains in a lipid bilayer. The fluorescence micrograph 
of pure DPPG vesicles is presented in Figure 6.4a. One can see that very weak 
fluorescence was detected for DPPG vesicles even at the pretty high concentration 
5mg/ml. Unlike zwitterionic egg phosphatidylcholine (EggPC) and DPPC vesicles in 
our previous studies (Chieng and Chen, 2009; Chieng and Chen, 2010), anionic 
DPPG vesicles cannot form large multilamellar vesicles at 20mM NaCl and neutral 
pH (Degovics et al., 2000), because the negatively charged DPPG bilayers repelling 
one another are unable to stack into a multilayer structure. Figure 6.5 showed the 
difference between multilamellar and sonicated unilamellar DPPC vesicles under 
fluorescence microscope. Note that the micrograph (Figure 6.4a) is indeed analogous 
to that of sonicated unilamellar DPPC vesicles (5mg/ml) under the same experimental 
conditions as revealed in Figure 6.5b. As such, we believe that most of the 
unsonicated DPPG liposomes are likely unilamellar. The average hydrodynamic 
diameter measured from DLS is about 321 nm, which is too small to be clearly visible 
under the fluorescence microscope.  
 
  Addition of PDADMAC (<0.1 wt%) caused the formation of large vesicles 
complexed with the polymer as seen from Figures 6.4b and 6.4c; PDADMAC bound 
to the DPPG vesicles to compensate part of the negative charge, weakening the 
electrostatic repulsion and increasing the possibility of multilayer formation. Previous 
studies have shown that addition of PDADMAC exceeding a critical concentration 
can change the vesicles from a swollen to a more compact multilayer state 
(supramolecular “onion-like” structures) (Hellweg et al., 2002; Kötz et al., 2000; 
Tong et al., 2006). At 0.1 wt% PDADMAC (R≈1), we observed the formation and 
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precipitation of large complexes, for which Tm surged by about 4°C (see Table 6.1). 
This behavior arises from the charge neutralization between PDADMAC and DPPG.  
 
























Figure 6.4 Fluorescence image of DPPG with high molecular weight of PDADMAC 
at: (a) 0.0, (b) 0.02, (c) 0.04, (d) 0.1, (e) 0.5, (f) 1.0, (g) 15 wt% and (h) 15wt% very 
















Figure 6.5 Fluorescence image of 5mg/ml: (a) multilamellar and (b) sonicated 
unilamellar DPPC vesicles. Bar = 100 μm. Magnification = 200. 
  
  According to Yaroslavov et al. (1998), vesicles could be disrupted by 
polycation, provided that the molar fraction of charged lipid in the vesicles is greater 
than 0.3. Since no uncharged lipids were blended for vesicle preparation in the present 
study, the phase transition peak reflects the existence of nonvesicular lipid bilayers 
complexed with polymer, rather than intact vesicles. By further increasing the 
PDADMAC concentration to 1.0wt%, the aggregates became smaller and dispersible 
due to the charge reversal reinstating the electrostatic repulsion between complexes. 
This trend remains, and appears independent of polymer molecular weight until the 
PDADMAC concentration reaches 15 wt%. At 15wt% PDADMAC, it is interesting to 
observe a difference in the microstructure between the two molecular weights 
(Figures 6.4g and 6.4h), although the thermal behavior has been found to be similar 
from DSC. For the higher molecular weight PDADMAC, a network-like morphology 
formed (see Figure 6.4g and Figure 6.6), as opposed to discrete complexes dispersed 
in the solution for the lower molecular weight.  
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  From the monomer size, the contour length of PDADMAC is estimated to be 
around 450 nm and 1800 nm for Mw=100 and 400 kg/mol (Schwarz et al., 2006), 
when compared to the diameter 321 nm for pure DPPG vesicles. The separation 
distance between two successive charges is 8Å (Kayitmazer et al., 2005). For R>>1, 
part of polymer molecules can bind to bilayers, and such binding involves only a 
small number of monomers from each bound polymer. Also, PDADMAC molecules, 
which were added during the hydration process of lipid film in the present study, can 
bind on both sides of the bilayers, and act as a spacer between them. As such, longer 
chains would have an increased possibility of bridging smaller vesicles rather than 
facilitating the bilayer packing into larger multilayer vesicles as illustrated in Figure 
6.6. This can account for the different morphologies for the two molecular weights at 
15wt%. For the thermal behavior, the charge reversal can reinstate the electrostatic 
repulsion between lipid molecules on each bilayer, somewhat similar to the situation 
in the absence of polycation, thereby weakening the lipid cohesion and lowering the 










Figure 6.6 Fluorescence image (magnification = 50) and schematic diagram depict the 
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To seek more evidence for the association between PDADMAC and lipid 
bilayers, we measured the electrophoretic mobility to attain the corresponding zeta 
potential ζ. To avoid intervesicular interactions and multiple scattering, 0.5 mg/ml 
DPPG (10 times dilution compared to the DSC and fluorescence experiments) with an 
appropriate PDADMAC concentration to reflect a similar R was used. Figure 6.7 
shows the average zeta potential as a function of polycation concentration (0<R<4.61). 
In the absence of polymer, DPPG vesicles are highly negatively charged with =ζ -
95mV, in contrast to the pure PDADMAC solutions with =ζ 10mV. At low 
PDADMAC concentrations (R<1.0), polymer binding reduced the negative charge as 
ζ increased but remained negative. For these cases, polycation could only compensate 
part of the vesicle charge. When the PDADMAC reached 0.01wt%, ζ became positive 
abruptly. Interpolation for vanishing ζ finds the neutralization concentration to be 
about 0.0095wt% (R=0.88), independent of the molecular weight.  
 
 














































Figure 6.7 Effect of PDADMAC on the zeta potential of DPPG vesicles in 20 mM 
NaCl at pH 6.4; HMW=high molecular weight, VLMW=very low molecular weight. 
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When the PDADMAC concentration was further increased, ζ slightly 
increased and finally reached a constant, signifying the saturation of PDADMAC 
binding on the vesicles. The positive zeta potential clearly indicates charge reversal of 
the vesicles, which can occur with sufficient polycation binding, partly because the 
charge spacing of PDADMAC (8Å) is smaller than that between two neighboring 
lipid molecules (Denoyel et al., 1990; Shubin and Linse, 1997; Tanaka et al., 1990). 
The overcompensation reinstates the electrostatic repulsion between bilayers or 
between lipids, as mentioned earlier. Also, beyond the neutralization point, further 
increasing the PDADMAC concentration will decrease the complex size, and hence 
increase the specific surface, permitting more PDADMAD adsorption on the vesicle 
outer surface to maintain the surface charge density (or zeta potential) more or less at 
a constant value.  The plateau values are different for the two molecular weights. It is 
important to note that these high plateau values are not caused by the unadsorbed 
PDADMAC molecules, even though they may contribute to the average zeta potential. 
For the lower molecular weight PDADMAC, the higher degree of charge reversal 
indicates more mass of PDADMAC bound on the outer surface of each vesicle, 
probably due to a weaker steric effect between adsorbed polycation molecules.    
 
Dynamic light scattering measurement was also conducted for 0.5 mg/mL 
DPPG with varying PDADMAC concentration. As shown in Figure 6.8, DPPG 
vesicles in the absence of polymer have an average hydrodynamic diameter of 321 nm, 
Addition of PDADMAC polymer at low concentrations (0.002-0.006wt%) led to a 
slight size increase of the DPPG vesicles. When the polymer concentration reached 
0.01 wt% (R=0.92), very large precipitates were formed, consistent with the 
observation from fluorescence microscopy. As the polymer concentration was further 
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increased, the average diameter substantially decreased to around 950 nm. A similar 
trend for size change was obtained by Yaroslavov et al. (2008), who investigated the 
addition of cationic poly(4-vinylpyridine) or polypeptide to egg yolk lecithin vesicles 
modified by anionic diphosphatidyl glycerol. Since we use only DPPG without 
blending it with uncharged lipid in the sample preparation, the surface charge density 
of the synthesized vesicles is far higher, and stronger electrostatic interaction is 
expected. Moreover, despite the size reduction beyond the neutralization point, the 
complexes are still larger than that of pure DPPG vesicles, as opposed to a restoration 
towards the original size reported by Yaroslavov et al. (2008). This discrepancy may 
arise from the different species used as well as the sample preparation method.  
 
 









































Figure 6.8 Effect of PDADMAC on the average hydrodynamic diameter of DPPG 
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Apart from the zeta potential and vesicle size measurement, dispersion 
turbidity is another useful property revealing the extent of light scattering, which 
depends both on the size and concentration of dispersed entities. We measured the 
sample turbidity from the absorbance at wavelength of 350 nm, and present the results 
in Figure 6.9. The turbidity of pure PDADMAC solutions is also exhibited, showing a 
negligible contribution. One can find that PDADMAC binding on bilayers led to 
increased turbidity for concentrations up to 0.006wt%. The turbidity started to drop 
from this concentration till 0.01wt% (around the neutralization point) followed by an 
increase till 0.02 wt%, due to the formation of large complexes, most of which 
however settled to the vial bottom, and thus could not be detected by UV-Vis 
spectrophotometry. This behavior is consistent with the findings from the 
fluorescence microscopy and DLS mentioned earlier. In view of the complication 
caused by the precipitation, one can ignore the turbidity behavior between 0.006 and 
0.02 wt%.   
 
For PDADMAC concentrations >0.02 wt% where charge reversal occurred, 
the turbidity decreased mildly for the lower molecular weight, whereas a 
nonmonotonic behavior was observed for the higher molecular weight; the turbidity 
started to increase from 0.1wt% onwards. The slight decrease in turbidity can be 
explained by the reduced vesicle size resulting from the reinstated electrostatic 
repulsion between bilayers. For high molecular weight PDADMAC (>0.1 wt%), 
smaller vesicles can be interconnected via chain bridging, leading to stronger 
















































 HMW and DPPG
 VLMW and DPPG
Figure 6.9 Turbidity of PDADMAC/DPPG complexes as a function of PDADMAC 
concentration in 20 mM NaCl solution; HMW=high molecular weight, VLMW=very 
low molecular weight. 
 
6.2.2 Effect of salt concentration 
Ionic strength can affect the behavior of DPPG vesicles (Kwon et al., 1994; 
Lau et al., 1981). At low NaCl concentrations, strong electrostatic repulsion among 
lipids led to a high surface curvature for unilamelar vesicles. With increasing NaCl 
concentration, the screened repulsion allowed the formation of multilamellar vesicles 
with a lower surface curvature. Devogics et al. (2000) used small and wide angle X-
ray diffraction to study the structure and lamellarity of DPPG vesicles in the presence 
of NaCl from 0 to 1000 mM. Formation of unilamellar vesicles without sonication 
was observed for the NaCl concentration up to 150 mM. Coexistence of uni- and 
multilamellar vesicles was found with NaCl from 200 to 600 mM. Beyond 600 mM, 
only multilamellar vesicles existed in the solution. The mean diameters and 
multiplicities of the vesicles were reported to increase linearly with increasing salt 
concentration (Kodama and Miyata, 1995). The screening effect also resulted in an 
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increased rigidity due to a closer packing of the PG molecules, leading to an increase 
in Tm and ΔH (Matsumoto et al., 2005; Riske et al., 2006). It is interesting to study the 
effect of salt concentration on the interaction and complexation between PDADMAC 
and DPPG. In our investigation, NaCl was added to PDADMAC solutions, which 
were then used for hydration of lipid films. Figure 6.10 shows the fluorescence 
micrographs for 5mg/mL DPPG at different NaCl and PDADMAC concentrations. 
The DSC results are presented in Figure 6.11. In the absence of the polymer, the 
vesicles increased in size with increasing NaCl concentration, and appeared to 
flocculate for 500 mM NaCl, where the sample became turbid but without 
precipitation. One can find from Figure 6.11 that Tm and ΔH were both increased with 















Figure 6.10 Effect of NaCl concentration on DPPG and its complex with high 
molecular weight PDADMAC. Bar = 100 μm. Magnification = 200. 
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In the presence of 0.5wt% PDADMAC, the complex size decreased when the 
NaCl concentration was increased from 100 to 500 mM. A similar flocculating 
morphology was also observed at 500 mM. For 1000 mM NaCl, discrete entities 
emerged instead. It can be found from Figure 6.11 that Tm and ΔH both dropped with 
increasing NaCl concentration up to 500 mM, and increased afterward. For high 
enough NaCl concentrations, the thermal behavior indeed becomes rather similar to 
that in the absence of the polycation. This behavior can be explained by the screened 
electrostatic attraction between DPPG and PDADMAC via the added salt, reducing 
the degree of polycation binding. With sufficient addition of NaCl, the electrostatic 
attraction almost vanishes, and hence PDADMAC can hardly bind to the vesicles.  
 
This finding is somewhat analogous to that of Yaroslavov et al. (2008). In 
their study, to the contrary, the salt was introduced after the polycation-vesicle 
complexation, and the resulting desorption of polycation from the vesicles was 
detected. For 15wt% PDADMAC, the morphology looks different from those in the 
other two cases at 500 mM NaCl.  Nevertheless, Tm is higher, while ΔH does not 
differ significantly. At this high polycation concentration, the added salt is not 
sufficient to screen out the electrostatic interaction. As such, some of the PDADMAC 
molecules remain bound to the vesicles.  From Figure 6.11, one can find that the 



















































Figure 6.11 Effect of NaCl concentration on (a) the main phase transition temperature 
of DPPG and (b) the transition enthalpy for high molecular weight 
PDADMAC/DPPG (closed symbol) and very low molecular weight 
PDADMAC/DPPG (open symbol). 
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6.3 Conclusions 
The interaction and complexation between cationic PDADMAC and anionic 
DPPG vesicles have been investigated by varying their relative quantities. 
Electrostatic binding of PDADMAC onto the bilayers can lead to charge 
compensation, neutralization or even reversal. With increasing PDADMAC 
concentration, the main phase transition temperature of the bilayers increases first, 
reaches a maximum near the charge neutralization point, and then decreases gradually 
towards the original value in the absence of the polycation. The interesting restoration 
of the transition peak at high polymer concentrations is discovered for the first time. 
Moreover, the thermal behavior is nearly independent of the polycation molecular 
weight. The microstructural change with PDADMAC concentration is more 
complicated. At low polymer concentrations, the polymer-modified vesicles increase 
in size because of weakened repulsion between bilayers, facilitating formation of 
multilamelar vesicles. The size reaches the maximum accompanied by precipitation 
near the neutralization point, and becomes decreased beyond this point. At very high 
concentrations, the morphology depends on the PDADMAC molecular weight. The 
long chain polymer can interconnect smaller vesicles to form a supramolecular 
network, rather than individual larger vesicles. Since the interaction between 
PDADMAC and DPPG is electrostatic by nature, addition of sufficient salt can shield 
out their attraction, leaving PDADMAC almost no effect any more.  
 




Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
This chapter summarizes the major findings of interaction behavior between 
phospholipid vesicle and polymers. The significance of this research work is 
highlighted. Then, the limitations of this study are indicated and finally some future 
works are recommended for further studies.  
 
7.1 Conclusions 
The rationale for studying the complexation, dynamics and rheology of 
phospholipid vesicle and polymer was based on their enormous advantage in various 
areas, ranging from medical technologies to cosmetics applications. Since 1960s, 
many important discoveries and problems that encountered for vesicle stability and 
sensitivity have been reported. Despite the promising results for improved vesicle 
stability through polymer modification, there is still a plenty of room for better 
improvement in enhancing the vesicle sensitivity to a mild physiological environment. 
 
The overall objective of this research was to investigate and elucidate the 
interaction mechanisms between phospholipid vesicle and four polymers of interest, 
namely Pluronic triblock copolymers, poly(acrylic acid), hydrophobically modified 
hydroxyethyl cellulose and poly(diallydimethylammonium chloride) with varying 
experimental parameters. 
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The interaction between zwitterionic EPC and DPPC vesicles with Pluronic F-
127 and L-61 has been studied in Chapter 3 using a variety of experimental 
techniques. At low concentrations (0.02-0.04wt%), Pluronic molecules were 
incorporated into the lipid bilayer, resulted in the increase of the vesicle mean 
diameter and the slight decrease of the lipid main phase transition temperature. The 
improved bending rigidity is the main mechanism for the observed vesicle size 
increase. At intermediate concentrations near to the CMC of Pluronic (0.1-0.7wt%), 
we observed abrupt decrease of the vesicle size. The number of vesicle reduced and 
the main phase transition temperature peaks were shifted to lower temperature. These 
findings are attributed to the solubilization of lipid vesicles by Pluronic. Above the 
CMC to high concentration regime (1-15wt%), more hydrophilic F-127 formed mixed 
micelles with lipid molecules, a portion of which can still maintain the bilayer 
structure as patches. This novel behavior is observed for the first time. On the other 
hand, more hydrophobic L-61 strongly disrupted the vesicles at high enough 
concentration and completely solubilized the lipid molecules to form large crew-cut 
aggregates in the mixed solution. The different interaction behaviors between F-127 
and L-61 are due to the distinct length ratios of hydrophilic to hydrophobic block and 
molecular weights. Moreover, phospholipid vesicles were found significantly 
enhanced the rheological properties of Pluronic F-127 at sufficiently high polymer 
concentration and temperature. It was proposed that the presence of bilayer patches in 
the closely packed mixed micelles at high concentration of Pluronic F-127 facilitated 
the thermal gelation of F-127 and hence increased the matrix strength. The obtained 
results shed light on the design of a phospholipid-copolymer system with desired 
stability and thermosensitivity.   
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For poly(acrylic acid) and phospholipid vesicle in Chapter 4, the interaction 
between both species depends on the medium pH, polymer concentration and 
molecular weight. Hydrogen bonding between the carboxyl group of PAA and the 
phosphodiester group of lipid is the major associative interaction under acidic 
conditions. At low PAA concentrations, PAA chains associated with more than one 
vesicle and induced vesicular aggregation via bridging and hydrophobic attraction. 
For high molecular weight PAA, results showed that the vesicle bilayers are 
completely disrupted and the solubilized lipid molecules complex with PAA in a form 
of mixed micelles at high concentration of PAA. This observation is discovered for 
the first time. On the other hand, low molecular weight PAA only partially solubilized 
vesicles without destroying the bilayers and induced vesicle aggregation at high 
concentrations. Some adsorbed PAA molecules were incorporated into the bilayers, 
disturbed the lipid acyl chain arrangement and resulted in the decrease of the main 
phase transition temperature. At neutral pH and above, PAA molecules were 
completely dissociated and highly negative charged. Consequently, there is no 
association with phospholipid vesicles. From the fundamental understanding of PAA 
and vesicle interaction gained in this study, the design of drug delivery carrier with 
high pH-sensitivity becomes possible. 
  
In Chapter 5, the rheological behavior of hydrophobically modified 
hydroxyethyl cellulose in the presence of phospholipid vesicles were investigated 
experimentally. Its dependence on the effects of sonication, HMHEC concentration, 
temperature, lipid species and concentration has been analyzed in detail. 
Multilamellar vesicles only resulted in a very slight increase of zero-shear viscosity 
compared to the sonicated vesicles at the same concentration. This deduced that a 
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sufficient number of vesicles is important for increasing the strength of the transient 
network. The hydrophobes of HMHEC are responsible for the interaction and 
complexation with phospholipid vesicles as there is no significant change in the 
rheological properties of unmodified HEC polymer and vesicle. HMHEC 
hydrophobes can form micelles or embedded in the vesicle bilayers. Interconnection 
between vesicles can be realized by direct single chain bridging and indirect linking 
within the polymer micelles. Results found that the mixture viscosity could be 
enhanced by more than one order of magnitude for sonicated samples at certain lipid 
concentrations. By increasing the lipid concentrations at a fixed HMHEC 
concentration, the viscosity first increases to a maximum value and then decreases. 
For the former increment, addition of vesicles provides additional site to 
accommodate hydrophobes, leading to more pronounce direct bridging and hence 
viscosity increases. Meanwhile, indirect bridging is reduced at high vesicle 
concentrations when more hydrophobes are incorporated in the bilayers, resulted in 
the latter decreases of viscosity. Similar trend of rheological behavior was observed 
for the modulus properties that fitted well to the generalized Maxwell model. The 
finding of the ability of phospholipid vesicle to modify the rheological behavior of 
HMHEC solution is important in broadening their practical application as viscosity 
modifier.  
 
 To have a better understanding on the electrostatic interaction between 
phospholipid vesicle and polymer, strong cationic poly(diallydimethylammonium 
chloride) has been used in Chapter 6 to examine its effect on the morphology and 
phase behavior of anionic DPPG vesicle. The influences of the experimental 
parameters such as polycation concentration, molecular weight and salt concentration 
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were also discussed. PDADMAC molecules can bind to the surfaces of vesicle via 
electrostatic interaction, leading to charge compensation, neutralization and reversal 
with increasing molar ratio of cationic to anionic group, R. For R<1, electrostatic 
repulsion between anionic DPPG lipids is weaken by charge compensation of 
PDADMAC. The main phase transition temperature increased, signifying the 
formation of compact supramolecular structure with increased number of bilayers. For 
R=0.92 close to the neutralization, the transition peak reached a maximum value and 
gross precipitation ensued. By further increasing the molar ratio with R>1, charge 
reversal was prevailing, complex size reduced and the main phase transition 
temperature peaks were gradually shifted back to that for pure DPPG vesicle at large 
enough R. This interesting observation is discovered for the first time. While the 
thermal behavior of mixed complex showed nearly independent of the PDADMAC 
molecular weight, the morphology could be different especially at very high 
polycation concentration. Addition of NaCl generally facilitated the vesicles 
aggregation via salt screening effect. The main phase transition temperature and the 
heat enthalpy of vesicle were increased with increasing NaCl concentrations. 
Furthermore, results showed that addition of sufficient salt concentrations can shield 
out the interaction between PDADMAC and vesicles. This study provides valuable 
information for predicting and understanding the interaction mechanisms between cell 
membrane and biopolymers.    
 
Prior studies have shown that high concentration of polymer would show 
better protection of vesicle carriers from environmental disruptive effects. The 
dispersion of phospholipid molecules in bilayer patches structure had modified the 
viscosity and viscoelastic properties of high concentration F-127. Not only providing 
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additional hydrophobic sites for F-127 micelles, results obtained also revealed the 
possibility to deliver lecithin to cell membranes by this method. It is envisaged that 
the permeability properties of F-127 micelles might change with the presence of 
solubilized lipid bilayer patches. As for poly(acrylic acid), high molecular weight 
PAA at sufficiently high concentration can completely disrupt the lipid bilayer 
structure at low pH. At neutral pH condition, PAA is highly charged and can hardly 
associate with phospholipid vesicles. Such a pH sensitivity property is important in 
pharmaceutical applications. PAA carriers will not destroy normal cells at neutral pH 
delivery. When they reached the target tumor cells with more acidic 
microenvironment, they tend to solubilize and destroy the affected cell membranes. 
For HMHEC as viscosity modifier, vesicles at certain phospholipid concentrations 
improved the viscosity and viscoelastic properties of HMHEC. On the other hand, the 
direct and indirect bridging mechanisms between vesicles and HMHEC hydrophobes 
forming a stable network structure in the solution can enhance the stability of vesicle 
suspension. At very high concentration of PDADMAC solution with high polycation 
charge ratio, long chain PDADMAC can act as spacer between lipid bilayers and 
interconnect smaller vesicles to form a stable supramolecular network. This can 
improve the stability and protection of vesicles from coagulation and disruption. 
Moreover, high concentration of PDADMAC also revealed its ability to restore the 
vesicle structure through charge reversal phenomenon without adding excessive 
polyanion for polycation removal. 
 
To conclude, sound knowledge about the interaction of vesicle with polymers 
for a particular application is desirable and important. One can efficiently tune and 
optimize the conditions of phospholipid vesicles for an intended application through 
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the understanding of vesicle-polymer interaction mechanism. Therefore, this mixture 
system remains relevant and promising in the field of pharmaceuticals in future. 
 
7.2 Recommendations 
Although the interaction mechanisms between vesicle and four types of 
polymer have been proposed and elucidated successfully in this study, probing the 
microscopic structure of the formed complexes, especially in the high polymer 
concentration regime is still not an easy task. This is due to the limitation of 
microscopy size resolution to detect the small lipid bilayer disks or patches that mixed 
with polymer at high concentrations. To obtain a better and more affirmative 
understanding on the lipid and polymer complexes, further research can be done using 
more powerful and sophisticated techniques. Confocal microscopy and total internal 
reflection fluorescence microscope (TIRFM) are optical imaging techniques used to 
increase the optical resolution and contrast of a micrograph. While the former using 
points illumination and a spatial pinhole to eliminate out of focus signal in specimen, 
the latter uses an evanescent wave to selectively illuminate and excite fluorophores in 
a restricted region with high axial resolution. 
 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a very high resolution type of scanning 
probe microscopy consists of a cantilever with a sharp tip on the order of nm at its end 
that is used to scan the specimen surface. When the tip comes close to the sample 
surface, the forces between the tip and the sample include mechanical contact forces, 
van der Waals forces, capillary forces, chemical bonding, electrostatic forces and 
magnetic forces can be measured through the deflection signal of the cantilever. From 
the force curve, important information such as attractive force (jump into contact 
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point), repulsive force (upwards deflection point), elasticity of the sample surface 
(slope and shape of the contact point) and rupture force required to break the bond or 
adhesion when the cantilever is withdrawn can be obtained.   
 
Small and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (SWAX) can be applied for the 
determination of the microscale or nanoscale structure of particle systems such as 
heterogeneities, aggregate ordering, particle size, shape, distribution and 
intermolecular spacing within the aggregate stack. As for phospholipid bilayer 
membranes, we can use SWAX to obtain information about thickness, number of 
bilayers, packing and repeat distance of lamellae and stacks. Moreover, nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is another advanced technique that exploits 
the magnetic properties of certain nuclei. Many types of information can be accessible 
via high resolution NMR include functional groups, number and type of chemical 
entities in a molecule, bonding connectivity and orientation, molecular conformations 
and chemical dynamics. Such information provides a better understanding to the 
extent of hydrogen bonding for PAA and lipid mixtures. In addition, molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulation can also be carried out to study and verify the hydrogen 
bonding and other possible interaction forces of mixtures proposed in this study. 
Moreover, it would be interesting to synthesize stable giant phospholipid vesicles 
(>1m) for microscopically studying the interaction behavior with polymers in order 
to solve the aforementioned size resolution problem.  
 
As known, there is a subtle difference in physicochemical properties between 
the surfactant vesicle and phospholipid vesicle. Apart from investigating the 
interaction between biomimetic phospholipid vesicle and water-soluble polymers, 
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vesicles made of low-cost surfactant may also be used to examine the interaction 
behavior with the studied polymers to seek the similarity and/or difference. This 
comparison study is not only useful for enhancing our understanding, but also 
practically crucial as the complexation of surfactant vesicle and polymer can be 
applied for many others industrial applications such as water paints, inks, coagulants, 
dispersants and cosmetics. In addition, the modification of phospholipid vesicle by 
mixture of surfactant and polymer is an interesting area for future research. Although 
the complexation is expected to be more complicated, the combination and 
competition of multiple interactions between species in the mixture solution might 
result in a novel colloidal system with better physicochemical properties. 
 
 As mentioned in Section 1.3, due to the time constraints, the practical 
application of polymer modified vesicles for drug delivery performance is beyond the 
scope of the present study. Nevertheless, it would be intriguing to explore this matter 
by suing those polymer-vesicle systems that have been studied in this thesis. Many 
interesting and promising results obtained in the current study for the complexation of 
phospholipid vesicle and polymers at controlled experimental parameters might be 
useful, in particular, the formation of strong and stable network between vesicle and 
four types of polymer at high polymer concentrations. These findings provide 
valuable insight into the possibility of synthesizing a novel complex microstructure 
with unique properties for drug release. A further study on the loading capacity, 
encapsulation efficiency and release properties of drug through these polymer 
modified vesicles is appropriate and necessary. It will provide feedback ideas of how 
to better tune the complexes to achieve desirable properties in order to add practical 
value in pharmaceutical realm. 
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